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Innovation driven by science

The only complete zirconia restorative system based on scientific evidence. If it’s from NuSmile it’s backed by thorough research and designed to ensure your success...all at an exceptional price. It’s that simple.
No matter your patient's age, our new clear formula Vella 5% sodium fluoride with xylitol offers improved esthetics, a smooth and easy application, and the extra protection they need. When your varnish application looks better, feels better in the mouth, and tastes great, it's sure to improve patient compliance. Plus, Vella has great fluoride release and uptake at two hours¹, and it provides relief from hypersensitivity. To order Vella, call your favorite dealer, or visit Preventech.com for a FREE SAMPLE!

Available in: Strawberry   Melon   Spearmint   Bubble Gum

¹Data on file.
As most of you are aware, one of my goals as president this year was the creation of our Millennial Project. I have been keenly interested in this generation (our future leaders) for quite some time, and having a set of them as fraternal boy and girl twins, I have been able to observe our generational differences and expectations over two plus decades. Honestly, I couldn’t be more excited for our Academy as I’ve had the privilege of interacting with some of our brightest and best millennial members. They have assumed positions on our councils and committees, but more importantly, have used their influence and curiosity to transform the way we think about our workforce, our advocacy efforts and our profession. I also detect a certain fearlessness for change that I would assume has something to do with being youthful, but there seems to me to be more to it than just that. In a world that is shrinking through scalable technologies, their footprint will be larger and their impact greater than what was possible before. So, it’s not going to be business as usual—we’re all going to have to adapt and change.

As I’ve looked at research on millennials and spoken to many of my older colleagues, I’ve realized it is going to take much more than a cursory interest in our future members to sustain our position as an Academy. And, apparently what motivates me as membership value may not be what will continue to attract these young professionals.

I’m far from suggesting we haven’t been looking at these differences because we certainly have. A few examples of our efforts include our engagement with the younger, more connected marketing firm Weber Shandwick; our partnering with SoFi, a financial institution that caters to our young professionals to manage student debt load; our Leadership Development Committee; and of course our Public Policy Advocacy Program. These and other examples are testament to our commitment to the future face of AAPD.

In March, at the CSPD meeting, I heard an excellent presentation by two millennials on Millennials. This was fortuitous as it confirmed what I had been thinking about. I invited them to give their program to the full board in Seattle, and I know it provoked some interest to say the least. In response to this important issue, we have created a task force that will be responsible for the project’s initial development. We have charged them with creating the future member profile, with any analysis focused on member value, and most importantly to think outside the box. As word got around about the task force, the level of interest to participate was surprisingly much higher than I expected. After careful deliberation, the executive committee and the board approved the following individuals to serve on the task force: Rick Chaet (chair), Courtney Alexander, Donald Chi, Patricia McClory, Ashley Orynich, Mario Ramos and Janice Townsend.

Having worked with these fine individuals, I am confident that they will serve diligently and productively to help us continue to attract future leaders and sustain the strength of our membership as we move forward.

I know for me, interacting with this younger generation has both reenergized me and extended my career. Working with three bright young partners and being inspired by their horizon I know has made me a better pediatric dentist.

I look forward to interacting with the task force and will keep you informed.
Welcome,

Bienvenidos,

to the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry 2016 Annual Session in San Antonio, Texas! San Antonio is a thriving city renowned for its unique Southwestern culture, incredible cuisine featuring flavors of Texas and Mexico, and the beautiful Riverwalk. It is located at the very forefront of American history. Our host hotel, the Marriott Rivercenter Hotel, is connected to the upscale Rivercenter Mall, and only a block from the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center where the meeting takes place. The fabulous Mission Trail, which is a newly designated World Heritage Site, can easily be followed with the Alamo being within a block of the host hotel! The Briscoe Western Art Museum is a short walk, and a short drive takes you to the new Pearl Brewing District, great theme parks, or quaint German towns found in the surrounding area. Take a boat ride down the San Antonio River or a trolley tour of downtown San Antonio and experience the flavor of our wonderful city.

On behalf of the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry and the Local Arrangements Committee, we are honored to be your hosts for an exciting and educational 69th Annual Session. The Scientific Program Committee has worked diligently to develop a program that incorporates local talent from some of the leading medical and dental practitioners and researchers the country. As always, there will be a strong educational balance encompassing caries research, dental materials, pathology and orthodontics to practice management, staff enrichment and technology. We guarantee that there is something for everyone.

We wanted to thank John Rutkauskas, and the AAPD Meetings and Continuing Education Department of Tonya Almond, Kristi Casale, Jessica Parra and Colleen Bingle for helping plan great venues throughout the city for all of the events. If you have not been to San Antonio or if you are returning, you and your family are guaranteed an excellent experience! Mark your calendars now and join us at AAPD 2016 in San Antonio, May 26–29.

Welcome to Texas! Bienvenidos a Tejas!

Drs. Joe Castellano and Kevin Donly
AAPD 2016 Local Arrangements Co-Chairs
Program-at-a-Glance

Please see page 39 for a complete list of all Affiliate Meetings and Alumni Receptions scheduled during AAPD 2016.

Wednesday, May 25
7:30 AM – 3 PM
Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children Dental Home Day
8 AM – 5 PM
Joint Academic Day for Predoctoral and Postdoctoral Program Directors
(Invitation only)

Thursday, May 26
7:30 AM – 5 PM
Registration
8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Preconference Course: Esthetic Pediatric Restorative Dentistry
5:30 – 6:30 PM
First Timers’ Reception

Friday, May 27
6:30 – 7:30 AM
5k Fun Run
7 AM – 5 PM
Registration
7:30 – 9 AM
Keynote Address: Erik Wahl and Awards Ceremony
9 AM – 1 PM
PALS Recertification Course
9 AM – 5 PM
Commercial Exhibits
My Kid’s Dentist Poster Research Competition
9:30 – 11:30 AM
120. Auto Transplantation
9:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Council and Committee Meetings
110. How to Eat Candy
130. Group Therapy; Team Support, Challenging Parents and Full Moons!
11:30 AM – 2 PM
Lunch for purchase in Exhibit Hall
1:30 – 3:30 PM
140. New Dentist Panel: Interactive Learning on Pediatric Dental Hot Topics from VIP to VIP
1:30 – 4:30 PM
Council and Committee Meetings
150. Let’s Talk About Infection Control and OSHA
160. Face Time—What Every Pediatric Dentist Needs to Know: Clinically Applied Facial Growth and Development
170. International Approaches to Clinical Pediatric Dentistry: Review of Cases and Panel Discussion from the Global Experts
180. Insurance Symposium
3:30 – 5:30 PM
Career Fair
5 – 6:30 PM
AAPD PAC Reception
5:30 – 7:30 PM
New Dentist Happy Hour
(Ticketed event)
7 – 10 PM
Welcome Reception: Texas Revolution in the River City, at Sunset Station San Antonio Style!

Saturday, May 28
7 – 8:00 AM
Breakfast Rounds I
8 AM – 5 PM
Registration
8 AM – NOON
PALS Recertification Course
8:30 – 11:30 AM
Council and Committee Meetings
200. MiniClinics I
210. NuSmile GSRA Presentations
220. Communication Solutions: Attitudes, Breakdowns, and Conflict Resolutions
8:30 AM – 5 PM
Evidence-Based Training Workshop
9 AM – 5 PM
Commercial Exhibits
My Kid’s Dentist Poster Research Competition
10 – 11 AM
Reference Committee Hearings
11:30 AM – 2 PM
Lunch for purchase in Exhibit Hall
1 – 4 PM
Council and Committee Meetings
Affiliate and Federal Caucuses
250. MiniClinics II
260. Laser Frenotomy for Treatment of Ankyloglossia and Maxillary Lip Tie
270. Nutrition Prescription: What the Dental Team Should Know
280. AAP Section on Oral Health: All You Need to Know About Cleft Lip/Palate Care for Pediatric Dentists
290. Lights, Camera, Action! Media Interview Skills Training
1 PM – 5 PM
PALS Recertification Course
5 – 6 PM
Leadership Institute Reception
(Invitation only)
5 – 9 PM
Alumni Receptions (see page 39 for a listing)
5:30 – 7:30 PM
International Reception
7 – 10 PM
Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children Donor Appreciation Gala: The Briscoe Western Museum
(Invitation only)

Sunday, May 29
7 – 8 AM
Breakfast Rounds II
8 AM – NOON
Registration
9 AM – NOON
Commercial Exhibits
My Kid’s Dentist Poster Research On Demand
8:30 – 11:30 AM
Awards Recognition and General Assembly
6:30 – 10:30 PM
Presidents’ Farewell Dinner: Laissez les bons temps rouler
Tobin Center for the Performing Arts
(Ticketed event)
2016 Annual Session Sponsors

The AAPD and Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children gratefully acknowledge the generosity of the following organizations for their annual support of AAPD 2016.

**Strategic**

- NuSmile
- Pacific Dental Services, Inc.
- Sunstar Americas, Inc.

**Gold**

- 3M ESPE
- KSB Dental/DOX Pedo
- MAM
- Treloar & Heisel / Med Pro
- Zooby

**Silver**

- Cheng Crowns
- DoxaDental
- Preventech
- Procter & Gamble Oral Health: Crest and Oral-B
- Smiles for Life Network

**Bronze**

- Album Society
- Baylor Pediatric Dentistry Alumni Fund
- Indiana University Pediatric Dentistry Alumni Association
- KinderKrowns
- MacPractice
- Miller Family Foundation
- Practicon
- SML Space Maintainers Laboratories
General Information

AAPD Conference Harvester Audio Recording

Make the most of your educational experience at the AAPD 2016 and be sure to purchase the conference audio proceedings. The Premium level gives you online and app access to the slides synchronized to audio from the Scientific Sessions, MiniClinics, and String of Pearls. With so many quality sessions to choose from, having the other sessions at your fingertips is priceless. This multimedia product (viewable on any computer and smart device) is an excellent training tool and informational resource. In addition, the content will be available to watch or download for five years after the event. Purchase EventScribe Audio Proceedings as part of your registration for just $189 when you register for the conference. Post-conference cost is $229.

To order, see page 47 of the registration form.

ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act)

AAPD conferences are ADA compliant. We strive to take the appropriate steps required to ensure that no individual with a disability is excluded, denied services, segregated or otherwise treated differently. Individuals requiring special assistance must make the appropriate notation on the registration form and/or contact the AAPD Meeting Services Department. All requests for special accommodations under ADA must be made allowing enough time for evaluation and appropriate action by AAPD.

Attire

The Scientific Program is business casual. We recommend you have a sweater or light jacket available in case you find the meeting rooms too cold. The Welcome Reception is casual; come dressed ready to kick your heels up! The Presidents’ Farewell Dinner is black-tie.

Conference App

Attention all smart phone users and tablet owners! The AAPD continues to provide a comprehensive conference app for AAPD 2016 to keep you engaged before, during and after the meeting. The event app includes a complete list of sessions, speakers, exhibitors, local attractions, facility maps and much more!

Conference App

Again in 2016, there is a dedicated Poster App which includes full color posters as well as the abstract allowing you to sort by topic, track, day and presenter. Check out this opportunity to see this important research!

Continuing Education Credit

The AAPD is an ADA CERP Recognized Provider. Credit is awarded on an hour-for-hour basis. Attendees should claim only those hours of credit that they actually spent in the educational activity.

ADA CERP is a service of the American Dental Association to assist dental professionals in identifying quality providers of continuing dental education. ADA CERP does not approve or endorse individual courses or instructors, nor does it imply acceptance of credit hours by boards of dentistry.

Photography/Video Waiver

AAPD plans to take photographs and/or video at AAPD 2016 and reproduce them in AAPD educational, news or promotional material, whether in print, electronic or other media, including the AAPD website. By participating AAPD 2016, you grant AAPD the right to use your name, image and biography for such purposes. All postings become the property of AAPD. Postings may be displayed, distributed or used by AAPD for any purpose.

Scientific Proceedings

The Academy provides the Scientific Proceedings in advance of the Annual Session electronically. Everyone registered by Monday, May 2, 2016, will receive an email with a link to the handouts in advance allowing you to print the handouts you want to bring with you or to download them to a tablet or computer. Handouts provided by the speakers are also included in the comprehensive conference app.

Travel Information

Airline Discounts

AAPD offers discounted meeting fares on various major air carriers for AAPD meeting attendees. To receive these discounts, please contact Direct Travel (formerly Hobson Travel Ltd.), AAPD’s official travel provider at (800) 840-0908. As always, to obtain the lowest available fares, early booking is recommended.

Getting There

San Antonio International Airport is conveniently located about eight miles north of downtown. Taxis are available and range from $25 - $29 depending on the time of day. VIA Metropolitan Transit is San Antonio’s public transportation agency offering service throughout the city. For more details, visit http://www.viainfo.net.
Weather

San Antonio enjoys moderate temperatures in May typically in the 80s.

Exhibit Hall

Maximize your time at the Annual Session and visit the exhibit hall to explore products and services geared toward you and your pediatric dental office. Visit the combined AAPD Booth which includes the AAPD Store to buy a copy of the Pediatric Dentistry Handbook or a souvenir from this year’s Annual Session! Spend some time in the HSHC Donor Lounge to learn more about the Access to Care Grants or simply to make a donation or increase your current pledge to the Foundation.

The exhibit hall schedule is created to maximize your time with the exhibitors while still providing time to attend the education courses you want and enjoy the city! The Hospitality Area is located on the exhibit hall floor offering a continental breakfast, complimentary beverages each morning and afternoon. Lunch is available for purchase on Friday and Saturday.

Visit the AAPD Store to see what prizes you are eligible to win in the exhibitor drawing. Be sure to check out the My Kid's Dentist Research Poster Competition and the Smiles for Life Meet & Greet Lounge with an espresso bar!

Exhibit Hall Schedule

Friday, May 27
9 AM – 5 PM
11:30 AM—LUNCH FOR PURCHASE

Saturday, May 28
9 AM – 5 PM
11:30 AM—LUNCH FOR PURCHASE

Sunday, May 29
9 AM – NOON

Attendee Raffle

Feeling lucky? The AAPD is hosting a raffle for all attendees! Take the raffle card found at registration and visit with 20 exhibitors and get a sticker. Once you’ve filled out your raffle card, bring it to the AAPD Store in Booth 439. The raffle takes place in the AAPD Store on Sunday, May 29, at 11 a.m.

Evidence-Based Dentistry Booth at the AAPD Store

What’s your evidence-based dentistry IQ? Visit the EBD booth to find out!

The ability to vet research for validity, quickly and correctly, is essential in a world where publication rates out pace anyone’s ability to stay current. You can learn how to identify the best evidence by visiting the EBD booth.

Brief tutorials are available in the booth:

Friday, May 27
2 & 4 PM

Sunday, May 29
9 & 11 AM

Sponsorship Opportunities

Wondering what kind of exposure your company can get at the AAPD Annual Session? Look no further. There are various opportunities still available to target your company’s goals and meet your budget!

Many companies have already committed to a sponsorship in San Antonio! Thanks for your commitment and dedication to the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry; we are excited for your continued support of AAPD 2016!

For more information on becoming a sponsor for the AAPD, please visit http://www.aapd.org/2016/exhibits.asp or contact Meetings and Education Coordinator Jessica Parra at jparra@aapd.org or (312) 337-2169.
Preconference Course
Esthetic Pediatric Restorative Dentistry

Thursday, May 26
8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Kevin J. Donly, D.D.S., M.S., William F. Waggoner, D.D.S., M.S.,

This course is designed to offer the most current esthetic pediatric restorative dentistry techniques with data available to support restorative regimens. Indications and contraindications will be presented.

Dr. Kevin J. Donly is currently a professor and chair in the Department of Pediatric Dentistry and professor in the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. He received his D.D.S. in 1984, Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry in 1986, and M.S. in 1986 from the University of Iowa.

Dr. William Waggoner will discuss the esthetic restoration of primary anterior teeth, including resins, strip crowns, pre-veneered stainless steel crowns and zirconia crowns. He will include cases for examples of restorative indications and techniques for restoring teeth.

Dr. Ted Croll will discuss posterior primary teeth restorative techniques with a number of restorative materials, including resin-based composites, resin-modified glass ionomer cement and zirconia crowns.

Dr. Nasser Barghi, an internationally respected esthetic dentist, will present permeant teeth esthetic restorative materials and techniques, including resin-based composites, porcelain and zirconia anterior and posterior restorations with numerous case presentations to present indications, preparation design and placement techniques.

Sponsored by NuSmile

Scientific Program Codes

The following code letters appear after those programs and presentations that the Scientific Program Committee suggests would be of special interest to that particular group of attendees. However, sessions are open to all participants.

PD: Pediatric Dentist
DT: Dental Team
S: Spouse

Joint Academic Day

Wednesday, May 25
8 AM – 5 PM
(Invitation only)

This is an opportunity for pre- and postdoctoral educators to gather for a shared morning program. This year will feature Dr. John Littlefield, adjunct assistant professor, Comprehensive Dentistry at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio and Dr. Paula N. O’Neill, professor emerita from the University of Texas School of Dentistry at Houston with presentations on faculty development. A discussion on dental service organizations will be provided by Drs. Janice Townsend, Anupama Tate, Tegwyn Brickhouse, N. Sue Seale and Paul Casamassimo. Finally, Jonathan Andrews from SoFi will discuss student loan refinancing options.

In the afternoon, the Society of Predoctoral Program Directors and the Society of Postdoctoral Program Directors will hold discussions on issues relevant to predoctoral and postdoctoral topics of interest.

For further information, please contact Educational Affairs Manager Scott Dalhouse at (312) 337-2169 or sdalhouse@aapd.org.

Sponsored by Procter & Gamble Oral Health: Crest and Oral-B
Keynote Address and Opening Ceremony

UNThink: The Art of Leadership Erik Wahl

Friday, May 27
7:30 – 9 AM

Maintaining a successful growing brand in today’s ever-changing market is difficult. Your team is working exceptionally hard, but could potentially be worn out, confused or maybe even heading down the wrong path. You hired them because they seemed perfect for the job, but over time their focus has lost its laser-like precision. There are days when, as their leader, you simply wish you could push the restart button. You know your group is talented but in desperate need of new motivation, a tool to realign your troops and revitalize them to perform their jobs as you both originally envisioned.

If this is your reality, Erik Wahl offers his high-energy onstage performance as your inspiration. This presentation is equivalent to yelling CLEAR as the paddles are positioned to shock the fading pulse of your workforce and enliven their hearts to pursue their jobs as you both originally intended.

As an internationally recognized graffiti artist, business strategist and a number one best-selling business author of UNThink, Wahl redefines the term keynote speaker. Wahl’s on-stage painting seamlessly becomes a visual metaphor to the core of his message, encouraging organizations toward profitability through innovations and superior levels of performance.

In the past ten years, Wahl has shared his incredible message with the largest and most influential companies in the world, leaving behind his prized artwork as a reminder of his passion for breakthrough thinking. Organizations proclaim his presentation to be the single moment when their team finally got it. The responses received have been nothing short of incredible, with standing ovations to prove it.
Keynote Address:  
Erik Wahl  
Friday, May 27  
7:30 – 9 AM

PALS Recertification  
Friday, May 27  
9 AM – 1 PM  
See additional workshops on page 36 for more information.

110. How to Eat Candy  
Friday, May 27  
9:30 AM – 12:30 PM  
Brian Nový, D.D.S.

Depriving cariogenic bacteria of sugar is the cornerstone of traditional caries management, yet the science of CAMBRA (Caries Management By Risk Assessment) takes cariology to a whole new level. If you’re still telling patients to, “Brush, floss, and use fluoride toothpaste” you’re going to be surprised by the myriad of treatment options available today. Streptococcus mutans has more to fear than stronger fluoride and more of it, as dentistry embraces oral health care.

Learning objectives:
• Identify risk factors leading to caries.
• Explain the role of commensals.
• Implement disease management in practice.

Dr. Brian Nový is the Director of Practice Improvement at the DentaQuest Institute, and an adjunct associate professor of restorative dentistry. He served on the ADA Council of Scientific Affairs 2010-2014 and as chair of the CAMBRA Coalition through 2015. The California Dental Association Foundation presented him with the Dugoni Award for “Outstanding contributions to dental education,” and in 2009, the American Dental Association awarded Nový and his office the title, “Adult Preventive Care Practice of the Year.”

120. Auto Transplantation  
Friday, May 27  
9:30 – 11:30 AM  
Monty Duggal, D.D.S., M.D.S.

We have developed a multidisciplinary approach for the management of anterior teeth with poor prognosis as a result of dental trauma. This involves bone management at the affected site followed by autotransplantation. Since the inception of this program we have placed over 230 transplants using the multidisciplinary team comprising both pediatric dentistry and orthodontic expertise. This talk will aim to provide an overview of the relationship between dental trauma in children and adolescents and orthodontic practice and discuss the technique of transplantation, management of bone in areas where teeth are lost as a result of trauma and the requirements for pre-transplant and post-transplant orthodontics. Auto-transplantation is an underused technique because it requires a team approach. Its advantages include the ability to perform this during the period of growth and development of the child. It is also an extremely versatile technique. The speaker will present a wide range of cases including trauma, hypodontia, cleft lip and palate, where this biological technique can be applied to give the child an excellent outcome in the long-term.

Learning objectives:
• Understand the long term impact of severe dental trauma in children and adolescents.
• Establish the role of interdisciplinary care in dental traumatology especially for the management of bone when loss of tooth is inevitable.
• Critically review the rationale and outcomes for tooth transplantation in children.

Professor Monty Duggal obtained his dental degree and M.D.S. in pediatric dentistry from India. He then immigrated to the United Kingdom and obtained his FDSRCS from the Royal College of Surgeons of England and his Ph.D. from University of Leeds. He was appointed professor and chair of Child Dental Health at Leeds Dental Institute in 1999 where he oversees a large postgraduate program in pediatric dentistry which has international acclaim. Duggal has published over 130 research papers in international journals and is author of “Restorative Techniques in Pediatric Dentistry”, which has been published in seven languages and has sold over 16,000 copies worldwide. He is also a co-author of a textbook on dental traumatology and has co-edited “Pediatric Dentistry” by Oxford, now in its 4th edition, and more recently “Pediatric Dentistry at a Glance”, published by Blackwell Wiley. He has administered research grants totaling over six million pounds and is an internationally recognized researcher and clinician with main research interest is Cariology and Translation Research in Clinical Pediatric Dentistry, including dental traumatology. Apart from pediatric dentistry, his main interest is playing and watching cricket and any time spare from work and family is devoted to this important activity.
130. Group Therapy: Team Support, Challenging Parents and Full Moons!

Friday, May 27
9:30 AM – 12:30 PM
Robert Elliott, D.M.D, M.S.; Gay Lowry; Philip W. Slonkosky, D.M.D., M.S.

We all seem to know when the moon is full, it’s going to be a challenging day at work! From that first patient in the morning that decides to throw a tantrum, to the team member that does not show up on time, running a practice can wear you down. As a team, we have to support not only our patients, but each other! “Can Do” attitudes make our days flow easier when we know we can count on one another, including the doctor! Challenging parents and their questions can cause frustration and stress and we find ourselves at a loss for words. This panel discussion was developed to communicate ways to help parents, and team members understand in five minutes what has taken us years of experience to develop.

“If insurance won’t cover the sealants, why should we do them?”

“You’ve already fixed this tooth once! Why does it need to be extracted now?”

“Did you raise your fees because that’s more than it was last time?”

“I know we’re late for our appointment, but we’ve had to wait in the past before to be seen.”

If you have ever been in that situation and want to know how you can improve your ability to communicate with your patient families and your TEAM, then please join us for GROUP THERAPY!!! These seasoned veterans talk the talk and walk the walk on a daily basis and will share their experiences and wisdom with YOU!

Dr. Robert Elliott is a Diplomate of the ABPD. He is the founder of his consulting business, Pedo Springboard, that helps other pediatric dentists prepare, open and successfully lead their own private practices. He maintains a private practice in Cary, N.C., where he is the founder of Cary Pediatric Dentistry.

Gay Lowry is owner of Lowry Consulting, LLC, a business management consulting and coaching organization specializing in dentistry. After attending nursing school at Jefferson State College in Birmingham, Ala., she began a career in the medical field as a clinician. A few years into her career she moved into management, serving as manager for a system of hospital owned urgent care centers. In 1996 Piedmont Management Services, now Lowry Consulting, LLC, began working with medical professionals in private practice. Ten plus years ago Lowry faced a new, exciting, and challenging opportunity to venture into the dental and orthodontic world. During her five plus years as the executive director for a multiple location orthodontic organization she continued consulting and became passionate about the business of dentistry and it is now her focus. Why? Because dentists tend to be eager to learn and grow throughout their careers. Today, 90 percent of her client base is made up of pediatric dental specialists.

Dr. Philip W. Slonkosky received his D.M.D. degree from the University of Louisville, and M.S. and pediatric certificate from the University of Kentucky. Board Certified and a Diplomate of the American Board of Pediatric Dentistry, Slonkosky practices with a large group of general dentists providing pediatric and orthodontic care for their patient families, as well as a referral-based practice for neighboring general practitioners. He has been in private practice for seven years. As time allows, he continues to explore the dynamics of the doctor-patient relationship, application of CAD/CAM technology in pediatric dentistry/orthodontics, mixed dentition orthodontics with (g)nathos, and fly-fishing when not trying to psychologically outwit 3-year-olds. Passionate about the profession, he tries to discover new ways to make practicing pediatric dentistry educational, fun and entertaining for his patients and TEAM. In 2014 he teamed up with his mentor and friend, Elliot, to help develop a curriculum for office TEAMs who want to build and improve their practice culture.
140. New Dentist Panel:
Interactive Learning on Pediatric Dental Hot Topics from VIP to VIP
Friday, May 27
1:30 – 3:30 PM

Join us for two hours of small group discussions with the top leaders in the AAPD (VIP) discussing everyday topics with you, the future of our profession (VIP). Attendees will have six, twenty minute time slots, to dive into a variety topics with an array of different speakers with different areas of expertise. Topics will include; team building, reputation management, behavior management in private practice, financial planning, political/organized dentistry update, growing a practice, everyday issues of running a practice, and the latest issues and research on treating the pediatric dental patient.

Learning objectives:
• Learn common problems in private practice.
• Learn to handle problems in private practice.
• Be able to avoid some problems in private practice.

Sponsored by NuSmile

150. Let’s Talk About Infection Control and OSHA
Friday, May 27
1:30 – 4:30 PM
John A. Molinari, Ph.D.

This seminar will provide an update on occupational infection risks for dental health care professionals, as well as a practical discussion of current infection prevention regulations and recommendations for dentistry. The challenges presented by bloodborne and representative respiratory pathogens will be considered in the context of current CDC recommendations and OSHA regulations. Hand hygiene, vaccinations, and other preventive measures (i.e. personal protective equipment, instrument reprocessing, disinfection, and dental water asepsis) are frameworks for this presentation. The most recent evidence-based information is discussed to address certain issues where perceptions and misuse of infection control procedures and products are in conflict with scientific and clinical knowledge. Thus, a major goal of this presentation is to help dental professionals increase their understanding of the “why” as well as the “what” of infection control practices.

Learning objectives:
• Understand the most recent updates for provincial and CDC infection control recommendations.
• Understand the rationale for effective, hand hygiene procedures as fundamental components of an infection control program.
• Describe the challenges bloodborne and airborne infections present to health care workers.
• Comprehend the most current vaccination recommendations for dental personnel.
• Describe recent technology advances and protocols for instrument processing and sterilization; comprehend efficient and effective approaches to monitor sterilization.
• Describe the use of disposables and disinfectants used in environmental surface asepsis.
• Describe factors which can lead to dental unit waterline (DUWL) contamination.
• Comprehend practical strategies which may minimize forms of DUWL contamination.
• Describe the capabilities and roles for evacuation system cleaners.

Dr. John Molinari is currently Director of Infection Control for The Dental Advisor in Ann Arbor, Mich. He is also Professor Emeritus at the University of Detroit Mercy School of Dentistry, where he served for 32 years as Professor and Chairman of the Department of Biomedical Sciences and Director of Infection Control. He has published over 450 scientific articles, text chapters, and abstracts in the areas of microbiology and immunology, and lectures nationally and internationally on topics dealing with infectious diseases and infection control. He has served as a consultant for the CDC, ADA Councils on Scientific Affairs and Dental Practice, and hospitals in the areas of infectious disease and infection control. Molinari also was Chairman of the State of Michigan Governor’s Risk Reduction and AIDS Policy Commission, as well as a member of the Michigan Board of Dentistry. In recognition of his efforts, Molinari was inducted as an honorary member of the Michigan Dental Association, the International College of Dentists, the American College of Dentists, and was a 2009 recipient of the ADA Golden Apple Award.
160. Face Time—What Every Pediatric Dentist Needs to Know: Clinically Applied Facial Growth and Development
Friday, May 27
1:30 – 4:30 PM
Gerald Samson, D.D.S.

Human facial balance and esthetic concepts are like the weather forecast: there’s a great deal of discussion and observation but no one does anything about it. The “information age” has found the modern pediatric dentist pummeled with a non-stop barrage of data. Everything from statistically significant facts to statistically manipulated opinions pleads for our attention. As clinicians all of us prefer to base treatment on principles that are evidence based. We yield to that obligation. As professionals we strive to provide accurate information to parents whose children present with dentofacial relationships that, if left untreated, may lead to conditions that can be unattractive, dysfunctional and become more difficult to manage. “Missing In Action” treatment options for missing teeth including permanent lateral incisors and second bicuspids will also be discussed.

Learning objectives:
• Understand the various facial types and how they affect human growth and development, along with how these concepts are applicable to everyday clinical practice.
• Understand how “airway,” “speech” and “tongue thrust” relate to facial type development and aging.
• Understand the best treatment options for missing teeth including permanent lateral incisors and second bicuspids.

Dr. Gerald Samson is a 1975 graduate of Marquette University Dental School. He completed pediatric dental residency in 1979 at Emory University under the direction of Dr. Ed. Hibbard. He went on to complete an orthodontic residency in 1981 under the direction of Dr. Harold T. Perry at Northwestern University in Chicago, Ill. Samson has lectured extensively and is a Diplomat of The American Board of Orthodontics and Fellow of The American College of Dentists. He has been the featured speaker for numerous regional, national and international meetings including the American Association of Orthodontists and the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry. Currently, Samson is adjunct or associate professor at seven university specialty programs in the United States. In addition, he reviews orthodontic papers for The Angle Orthodontist and was co-guest editor of Seminars in Orthodontics, March and June, 2014 “Age Appropriate Orthodontics”. Samson was co-principal investigator in studying the Psychological Aspects of Orthodontic Patient Compliance, funded by The National Institute of Health-Division of Behavioral Medicine. Since 1981 he has been in the full-time private practice of orthodontics and dentofacial orthopedics in Marietta, Ga. Because of his special interest in the clinical modification of dentofacial development, Samson’s private practice is essentially limited to “growing” patients.

170. International Approaches to Clinical Pediatric Dentistry: Review of Cases and Panel Discussion from the Global Experts
Friday, May 27
1:30 – 4:30 PM
Moderators: Amr Moursi, D.D.S.; Jessica Lee, D.M.D.
Faculty: Monty Duggal, D.D.S., M.D.S.; Tim Wright, D.D.S.; Eduardo A. Alcaino, B.D.S., M.D.Sc., FRACDS, MRACDS

The session will provide a contemporary, scientific and in-depth discussion about international approaches to clinical pediatric dentistry. This session will be based on clinical case scenarios that are presented and discussed. Topics to be discussed include trauma management, pulp therapy, restorative dentistry, behavior guidance and sedation. Global expert clinicians will provide a panel discussion about their treatment planning and management approaches.

Learning objectives:
• Learn a problem-oriented approach to treatment planning for the infant, child, adolescent and special needs patient using case based scenarios.
• Understand treatment plans, treatment planning objectives and philosophies from global experts.
• Discuss regional and international differences in management of children with complex conditions and needs.

Dr. Amr Moursi is chairman of the Department of Pediatric Dentistry at the New York University College of Dentistry and an attending dentist on the medical staff at the New York University Langone Medical Center and the Bellevue Hospital Center in New York. Moursi received a D.D.S. degree from the University of Michigan School of Dentistry. He then completed a pediatric dentistry residency at Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh. He received a Ph.D. in oral biology, with an emphasis on craniofacial biology, from the University of California at San Francisco. He is a board-certified Diplomate of the American Board of Pediatric Dentistry, a Fellow of the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry and a Fellow of the International College of Pedodontics.
of Dentists. For the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry, Moursi currently serves on the board of trustees as the Academic At-large Trustee, Medicaid and CHIP Advisory Committee, as a fellow of the Pediatric Oral Health Research and Policy Center, and on the editorial board of the Journal of Dentistry for Children, as well as serving as a national spokesperson. Moursi is the author or coauthor for over 80 published articles, book chapters and abstracts. He maintains a private practice in New York City.

**Dr. Jessica Y. Lee** is an associate professor and currently on the faculty of both the Departments of Pediatric Dentistry in the School of Dentistry and Health Policy and Management in the Gillings School of Global Public Health at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She also serves as the director of the School of Dentistry’s Health Services Research Program. She is currently serving on the board for the AAPD as the At-Large Trustee. She is a fellow for the Pediatric Oral Health Research and Policy Center. Lee received her M.P.H. and D.D.S. degrees from Columbia University and her certificate in pediatric dentistry and Ph.D. in Health Policy and Management from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill where she was also a NIDCR National Research Service Award recipient and post-doctoral fellow at the Cecil G. Sheps Center for Health Services Research. She is a board certified pediatric dentist and an active member of the medical staff at UNC Hospitals and practices in the Dental Faculty Practice in the School of Dentistry. She has over a 100 peer reviewed manuscript and abstracts and serves on the editorial boards of the Journal of Dental Research, Journal of Public Health Dentistry and Dental Traumatology. She is involved in teaching, clinical practice and research and maintains several research grants from HRSA, NIH and AHRQ.

**Dr. Tim Wright** completed his D.D.S. degree from West Virginia University and then pursued his pediatric dentistry residency and a National Institute of Health Postdoctoral Fellowship in Caries Research at the University of Alabama in Birmingham. He joined the faculty at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 1990 and currently is the James Bawden Distinguished Professor in the Department of Pediatric Dentistry and is the director of Strategic Initiatives for the UNC School of Dentistry. Wright has received numerous awards and honors including an American Dental Association Teacher Training Fellowship, the William J. Gies Award from the Journal of Dental Research, and was a Robert Gorlin Visiting Professor. His research is directed at advancing our understanding of mineralized tissues and developmental defects of teeth and bone through his characterization and study of human hereditary conditions. He has published over 200 scientific manuscripts, chapters and books. Wright has served as Chair for the American Dental Association’s and the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry’s Council on Scientific Affairs. He has served on several ADA committees providing systematic reviews on fluorides and non-fluoride caries therapeutics. Wright is a Fellow in the American Association of the Advancement of Science. Wright has an active private practice.

**Dr Eduardo A. Alcaino** is a specialist pediatric dentist currently working in private practice, a past president of the International Association of Pediatric Dentistry (IAPD), a lecturer nationally and internationally, and involved in continuing education at a post-graduate and graduate level. He has over ten years of board of directors’ experience with the IAPD. He has served in many roles with many professional organizations. Clinically, his passion is the topic of pediatric sedation, restorative care of young children and the business aspects of pediatric dentistry. After completing his Bachelor degree with honours (BDS-Hons) at the University of Sydney, he worked in general dental practice for eight years and has been involved in teaching since graduation. He has worked in specialist pediatric private practice since 1999.

### 180. Insurance Symposium
**Friday, May 27**
**1:30 – 4:30 PM**

**Janice Kupiec, Jeff Album, B.A., M.A.; Kathy Poepperling, Jeff Brozena; Mary Essling, R.D.H., M.S.**

The 2016 Insurance Symposium will cover the Affordable Care Act, as it relates to pediatric dentistry; Medicaid compliance dos and don’ts and an update on CDT pediatric dental procedure codes and ICD-10 diagnostic codes. This symposium will review current issues with respect to standalone and embedded ACA-compliant dental programs and what issues they present for consumers and issuers, alike. In addition, a pediatric dentist and staff member, who see a primarily Medicaid population, will present an informative primer on how to submit clean claims to state Medicaid plans. And finally, a quick primer on the new 2016 CDT procedure codes with a focus on the new ICD-10 diagnostic codes that pertain to pediatric dentistry.

**Janice Kupiec** has served as a manager of legislative and regulatory policy for the American Dental Association since 2006. In this role she oversees federal regulatory activity on access to oral health care services, analyzes legislation and policy affecting access to care, and communicates with policymakers on behalf of the
Jeff Album is vice president of Public and Government Affairs for Delta Dental of California, New York, Pennsylvania, and affiliates, which provides dental benefits for 33 million Americans. He serves as the principal public information officer for this nationwide dental carrier, with responsibilities that include government and media relations, employee and crisis communications and reputation/ issues management for all affiliates. Today, Album is widely regarded as one of the dental industry’s foremost experts on health care reform. His first-hand involvement in the formation of federal and state rules and regulations stem largely from his efforts to manage a team of 15 state lobbyists, as well as his direct involvement with federal legislation through his positions on the Delta Dental Plans Association Public Policy Committee, and active member of the Commission on Advocacy and Policy with the National Association of Dental Plans. Album holds a Master of Arts degree in communication from Stanford University, and a Bachelor of Arts degree in planning and public policy from the University of California, Santa Cruz. He is past chair and a current member of the San Francisco Public Relations Round Table, and a current board director of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.

Dr. Katherine Wezmar Poepperling is an board certified full-time dentist working with Smiles 4 Keeps Pediatric Dentistry in Northeastern Pennsylvania. She has been in practice for 10 years where she has spent the majority of her time professional time focused on the most at risk youngsters in the lowest SES status. Her professional training included her dental degree from the University of Pittsburgh School of Dental Medicine followed by specialty training at a combined program with Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and University of Pennsylvania School of Dental Medicine. She approaches every interaction combining her professional training with her life experience as a mother of three beautiful and energetic daughters. Having the training and privilege to work the the most at risk children of NEPA has been very fulfilling. The practice strives to provide the most optimal dental care for these at risk families, a majority of whom are covered by state insurance. We constantly seek out new and creative ways to create the most wonderful patient and family experience for the people we serve. The practice has been in existence for over 30 years and has experienced many changes ranging from Medicaid requirements to electronic charting and digital radiographs. We have remained constantly aware of the necessity to evolve in order to continue to provide these children with a kind approach and the exceptional dental care they deserve.

Jeff Brozena directs practice operations at Smiles4Keeps Children’s Dentistry, headquartered in Scranton, Penn. He has helped this dynamic group practice through several multifaceted business transformations, including a conversion and centralization of practice management systems, an introduction of reporting and analytics into the management dialogue, and an application of lean/systems thinking to improve public and internal business processes. He has also worked as a software trainer and in a human-computer interaction research lab, both while attending Penn State University. When he is not in Scranton aiding in the Smiles4Keeps mission, he is with his teacher in Brooklyn studying Indian classical music and buying too many books.

Mary Essling has served with the AAPD since 2007 as the dental benefits manager. Essling has previous experience working on dental and medical procedure coding and third-party insurance matters for both the American Dental Association (from 1994-2002) and the American Society of Plastic Surgeons. Essling earned her Bachelor of Science degree from Marquette University and an M.S. in Health Law Policy from DePaul University. In addition, Essling is a licensed registered dental hygienist in Illinois, Indiana and Texas.
Breakfast Rounds I
Saturday, May 28
7 – 8 AM
Cost: $50

Breakfast rounds are the perfect opportunity to enjoy breakfast with a recognized clinician to discuss a topic of contemporary mutual interest. This informal small group setting encourages interaction between the speaker and the attendees. The topics are chosen to provide a diversity of subjects while giving particular attention to areas identified by attendees in the past.

BR01 The Art of Pediatric Dentistry: What I’ve Learned in 50 Years of Practice
David R. Gillham, D.D.S.

A can-do challenge toward a rewarding career in pediatric dentistry, from “team interaction” with the patient and including interceptive treatment considerations in the mixed dentition, team-patient interaction, leadership of that team and sequence of treatment with simple appliances.

BR02 When Dentistry Becomes a Pain in the Neck
Christopher Rosenvall, D.D.S., M.S.

Unfortunately back and neck pain is rampant among dental professionals. In this course we will discuss methods to minimize neck and back pain specifically tailored to pediatric dentists and staff. We will also talk about products and therapies available for those already suffering from pain.

BR03 Pediatric Dentistry Missions: Donate Your Skills and Time to Help the Less Fortunate Children by Volunteering in Missions Overseas
Sahar Alrayyes, D.D.S., M.S.

Strategies and handouts on how to carry out your first dental mission will be discussed. Topics covered range from choosing your destination to the end of your first dental mission trip.

BR04 Spice Up Your Life and Share Your Talent: Volunteer
Stacy I. Weedon, D.D.S.

Taking time away from work and sharing your dental knowledge can be so rewarding. We will explore the different options available: local and international; making yourself available for a crisis like 9/11 or Katrina; becoming a dental home; or just providing one-time emergency care. Let me share with you my experience so you can make your time volunteering a success.

BR05 Growth and Development: A Peer Discussion on Being New Faculty
Elise W. Sarvas, D.D.S., M.S.D., M.P.H.

We face a nationwide shortage of dental faculty and there are many considerations for those pursuing a career in academic pediatric dentistry. After a brief presentation, the goal of this breakfast round will be to connect both full-time and part-time new faculty (appointed less than two years) and share information on their challenges and insights.

Steven P. Hackmyer, D.D.S.

This presentation will discuss The Wand in depth. The overall benefits using a computer-assisted anesthesia system to both the provider and patient will be examined. The device’s flexibility and ease in delivery of anesthesia in different intraoral sites will be discussed.

BR07 Are the Pediatricians Referring to You?
Craig S. Hollander, D.D.S., M.S.

A discussion on time-tested methods to increase referrals into your office by pediatricians and general dentists and help increase your visibility within your professional community.

BR08 Building Positive Online Reviews for Your Dental Practice
Scott G. Childress

Dentists and dental practice staff will learn practical and actionable steps for building positive reviews, moving beyond reputation management to discuss reputation development. The presentation will cover steps to building positive reviews, strategies to handle negative reviews, monitoring your reputation and advice on developing a game plan for unhappy patients.

BR09 Branding, Trending and Optimizing Your Practice Presence
Oshmi Dutta, B.D.S., D.D.S., M.S., FRCD©

What are the barriers to being a great brand versus a good one? In the current environment it is essential to define your brand and value proposition to enable consistent trending in the minds of your patient families. A primer on brands, trends and value in the pediatric dental practice.

BR10 To Build or Not to Build: That is the Question!
Maxim Sulla, D.D.S.

Whether starting a new practice, joining or purchasing an existing one, there are many choices to make! Leasing the space, buying existing real estate or building your own facility, all of these choices will be reviewed during this interactive presentation. Bring your questions!
BR11 Maintaining a Fertile Soil for Your Practice: Why Growth Should Never End
Ammar Idlibi, D.M.D.
This presentation describes an effective strategy to maintain a sustainable growth of the pediatric private practice. Creative management and marketing methods will be presented as well as how to implement a monitoring system to prevent relapse or reaching an end point in the growth of your practice.

BR12 Hanging Your Single Shingle: Starting Your Own Private Practice
Robert D. Elliott, D.M.D.M.M.S.
Strategies and handouts on starting a solo private practice will be discussed. Attendees will receive a “cookbook” manual that sequences the events and suggests a timeline when putting everything together to open an office. Topics covered range from initial concept to the end of your first year of practice.

BR13 Posterior Pediatric Crowns in a Nutshell
Evelina Kratunova, B.D.S., M.D.S., DChDent
An overview of four restorative options in primary molars: conventional stainless steel crowns (SSC), Hall technique SSC, pre-veneered SSC and zirconia pediatric crowns. Indications for use, advantages, disadvantages, placement techniques are described and the scientific evidence of clinical outcomes is discussed. A number of completed clinical cases are shown as visual examples of the different restorative solutions.

BR14 Practical Autism Management Techniques
Ian W. Marion, D.D.S., M.S.
There are many techniques available for the management of a patient with autism spectrum disorders, however it is difficult to navigate through the different options. This presentation will cover different techniques, how to implement them, and how to match the right intervention with the right patient.

PALS Recertification
Saturday, May 28
8 AM – NOON or 1 – 5 PM
See additional workshops on page 36 for more information.

Evidence-Based Training Workshop
Saturday, May 28
8:30 AM – 5 PM
See additional workshops on page 37 for more information.
220. Communication Solutions: Attitudes, Breakdowns and Conflict Resolutions
Saturday, May 28
8:30 – 11:30 AM
Judy Kay Mausolf

Discover how to elevate your communication to a level that inspires open communication, prevents breakdowns, resolves conflict and builds trust and respect resulting in high performing team and patient relationships! Learn the skills to communicate positively and effectively with different and even difficult personalities. Discover formats to hold positive, effective and efficient huddles and team meetings. Transform attitudes from toxic to tremendous and create a positive environment where everyone looks forward to coming to the office. Mausolf, communications expert, will share how you can elevate the level of communication in your life!

Learning objectives:
• Learn verbal skills to communicate effectively with difficult and different personalities and address and resolve conflict and gossip.
• Learn fundamentals for effective huddles and team meetings.
• Identify behaviors that elevate trust and respect and discover methods that turn toxic attitudes to tremendous attitudes.

Judy Kay Mausolf is a dental practice management coach, speaker and author with expertise in helping others get happier and more successful! She coaches teams how to grow their practices by becoming better leaders, working together better and delivering service with more passion and fun. She provides teams with what they need to know on how to communicate positively, effectively and have a better attitude on a daily basis. She teaches you how to get the team re-engaged and accountable by building relationships based on trust and respect. She is Past President of National Speakers Association (Minnesota Chapter), Director of Sponsoring Partners for the Speaking Consulting Network, and a member of the National Speakers Association and Academy of Dental Management Consultants. She is author of two books; “Ta-Dah! And “Rise & Shine!”, and a contributing author for many dental magazines. She also publishes a monthly newsletter entitled “Show Your Shine”. Mausolf lives in Minnesota with her husband Steve who makes her special coffee every morning and Zoe…it’s all about me, a seven pound Yorkie!

Saturday, May 28
8:30 – 11:30 AM
Moderator: Anupama R. Tate, D.M.D., M.P.H.

Dental care programs for underserved children come in all forms and formats. As a result, the monitoring, collection and interpretation of outcomes data can vary greatly from state-to-state, community-to-community, and even clinic-to-clinic.

Join Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children (HSHC) Access to Care Grant recipients in this three-hour workshop exploring how effective tracking of outcomes data can help access to care leaders better understand the challenges – and opportunities – associated with improving the oral health of underserved children.

Sustained data collection and monitoring are needed to understand program effectiveness in:
• Improving oral, physical and mental health for children.
• Increasing preventative oral health care.
• Improving oral health care utilization for children and parents.
• Reducing lost school time caused by oral health complications.

Moderated by Dr. Anupama R. Tate, this session will feature HSHC grantees sharing practical formal and informal approaches for collecting outcomes data that not only will help monitor and improve patient care, but strengthen clinics’ ability to apply outcomes knowledge to improve overall service delivery. Outcomes measures are key indicators that HSHC grants are making a nation-wide impact on disease prevention.

Attendees will break out into roundtable discussions and explore with peers methods for implementing outcomes tracking procedures for access to care initiatives in their communities.

HSHC will also show how Access to Care Grants can assist in the development, implementation and long-term viability of Dental Homes for underserved populations.

Learning objectives:
• Identify the types of information to collect and monitor to achieve the highest clinical impact.
• Avoiding common outcomes data collection pitfalls, traps.
• Use outcomes results to support marketing and fundraising appeals.
• Overcome barriers to establishing formal outcomes tracking procedures.
• Collaborate and network with peers.
Autism Spectrum Disorder and the Microbiome – the Surprising Connection
Mark L. Cannon, D.D.S., M.S.

This presentation discusses the recent flood of research demonstrating the importance of the human microbiome on the expression of disease in individuals that may be genetically pre-disposed. The epigenetics effect has always been known, but not to the extent of the influence the biofilm has on development, nor the importance of time of biofilm changes and to the environmental impact. With the potential of societal decline precipitated by the tremendous cost of medical services and lack of contribution to productivity, more research is definitely indicated into this dynamic. The research being conducted at the Special Infectious Disease laboratory and by the Division of Pediatric Dentistry, Ann and Robert Lurie Children’s Hospital as part of the Autism Collaborative Group consisting of multiple prestigious international institutions will be presented, including the effect of polyols on the bacteria species associated with A.S.D. Animal studies with S.C.F.A. induced autism and the matching histological findings to humans also will be discussed.

1:45 – 2:30 PM
CAD/CAM for the Pediatric Dentist: Practice Applications and Case Studies
Philip W. Slonkosky, D.M.D., M.S.

CAD/CAM is changing dentistry. This presentation will comprise of a brief overview of the current state of CAD/CAM dentistry, followed by a more focused discussion about the CEREC system with variety of case studies demonstrating its application in a private pediatric dental practice. Primary focus will be applied to case studies with two to five year follow ups. Cases presented cover a variety of clinically relevant scenarios that we each face on a daily basis with detailed treatment discussion and follow up. This presentation will provide an excellent introduction to CAD/CAM dentistry for those interested in bringing this technology into their practice.

2:30 – 3:15 PM
Hot Mess: Anesthesia and Restorative Management of the Hypomineralized First Permanent Molar
Brandon J. Schwindt, D.M.D.

Few aspects of clinical practice fills the astute practitioner with dread as discovering a hypersensitive, carious and fractured hypomineralized permanent first molar. This presentation will describe a private practice-tested and evidence-based approach to treatment planning, anesthetizing, and restoring hypomineralized molars in children and adolescents.

3:15 – 4 PM
Juicy News About Pulp Therapy
James Coll, D.M.D., M.S.

Come learn what it took three pediatric dentists and one statistician over a year to: what works and what doesn’t as far as pulp therapy for primary teeth.

260. Laser Frenotomy for Treatment of Ankyloglossia and Maxillary Lip Tie
Saturday, May 28
1 – 4 PM
Bobak Ghaheri, M.D.

Breastfeeding rates around the world are increasing; hospitals in the United States are being encouraged to push breastfeeding as part of the Baby-Friendly Hospital Initiative. Current breastfeeding failure rates are dramatically high, largely owing to the fact that many doctors, dentists, and lactation consultants do not understand normal tongue and lip physiology during breastfeeding and how tongue tie and/or lip tie can impede those normal functions. This presentation will focus on diagnosis and various treatment options in reestablishing normal tongue and lip mobility in support of achieving successful breastfeeding.

Learning objectives:
• Understand the various classifications of tongue tie and lip tie and how these restrictions can cause specific breastfeeding symptoms.
• Understand the surgical principles for proper release of tongue tie and lip tie.
• Understand the proper use of laser technology for release of tongue tie and lip tie.

Dr. Bobak Ghaheri hails from southwestern Ohio. He did his undergraduate training in Spanish and Anthropology at The Ohio State University, and remained there for medical school. In 2002, he and his wife relocated to Portland, Ore., where he did his residency training in otolaryngology/head and neck surgery at Oregon Health Sciences University. In 2007, he joined The Oregon Clinic, the largest multispecialty clinic in Oregon.

His clinical interest is helping babies with breastfeeding difficulties. This desire stems from personal experiences, where both of his daughters had significant problems breastfeeding. He is one of the only ENT surgeons in the U.S. who uses an in-office laser treatment for assisting babies to latch on to the breast, in addition to treating older children and adults for certain dental and speech issues.
270. Nutrition Prescription: What the Dental Team Should Know

Saturday, May 28

1 – 4 PM

Tierraona Low Dog, M.D.

The first edition of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans was published in 1980 and since that time Americans have increasingly grown heavier and chronic disease is on the rise. The emphasis primarily on lowering fat led to a dramatic rise in the consumption of high calorie sugary foods. Consumers are confused by the contradictory messages being presented by the media and most health professionals feel inadequately prepared to effectively counsel their patients on healthy eating. This highly informative, evidence influenced and provocative talk will explore how macronutrients, micronutrients, glycemic index/load, different dietary patterns, and sugar substitutes impact oral and overall health. Learn the science behind the recommendations.

Learning objectives:

• Describe the mechanisms by which macronutrients initiate or resolve inflammation in the body.
• Analyze the evidence of health benefits for various popular dietary patterns (e.g., Mediterranean, low carb, paleo, vegetarian).
• Identify strategies for reducing pesticides, mercury, and endocrine disrupting chemicals in the diet.

Dr. Tierraona Low Dog’s exploration of natural medicine and its role in modern health care began more than 35 years ago as she studied midwifery, herbal medicine; massage therapy and martial arts before earning her medical degree from the University of New Mexico School of Medicine. She currently serves as the Fellowship Director for the Academy of Integrative Health and Medicine. This two-year fellowship is the first integrative interdisciplinary program in the world committed to training medical doctors, dentists, pharmacists, nursing professionals, and other licensed health professionals in integrative health and medicine. Low Dog is a founding member of the American Board of Physician Specialties American Board of Integrative Health and the Academy of Women’s Health.

An internationally recognized expert in the fields of integrative medicine, dietary supplements and women’s health, Low Dog was appointed by President Bill Clinton to the White House Commission on Complementary and Alternative Medicine Policy, served as the elected Chair of numerous U.S. Pharmacopoeia Dietary Supplements and Botanicals expert panels, and was appointed to the Scientific Advisory Council for the National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health.

She has been an invited speaker to more than 550 scientific/medical conferences, published 40 peer-reviewed articles, written 20 chapters for medical textbooks, and has authored five books, including three National Geographic books, including “Healthy at Home”, “Life is Your Best Medicine” and “Fortify Your Life.” She has appeared on CNN, ABC’s 20/20, is a frequent guest on the Dr. Oz show and NPR’s The People’s Pharmacy.

280. AAP Section on Oral Health: All You Need to Know About Cleft Lip/Palate Care for Pediatric Dentists

Saturday, May 28

1 – 4 PM

Lisa Jacob, D.D.S., M.S.; Ray Harshbarger; Kirt Simmons, D.D.S.; Kristina Wilson, Ph.D., CCC-SLP

What do you need to know about the management of patients with cleft lip and/or palate? What is the role of a pediatric dentist in multidisciplinary team care? What kind of feeding and speech issues do these patients face? What types of presurgical infant orthopedic appliances are available? When and how are the lip and palate repaired? When does one need to start getting their patients ready for alveolar bone graft surgery and how should you do that? What are the most common appliances used for Phase I and II orthodontics? Come and spend the afternoon with our multidisciplinary panel as we review the care and treatment for patients with cleft lip and/or palate.

Dr. Lisa Jacob is the Chief of the Pediatric Dental Medicine Program at Dell Children’s Medical Center in Austin, Texas. She received her Doctor of Dental Surgery, Masters of Science, and Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry from the University of Texas School of Dentistry in Houston, Texas. She is a Diplomate of the American Board of Pediatric Dentistry and a Fellow with the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry. She has been specializing in providing dental care for patients with special needs and those who have complex medical problems for more than seven years.

Dr. Raymond J. Harshbarger is the Craniofacial and Pediatric Plastic Surgery Fellowship founder/director for the ACGME-accredited Austin/Dell Children’s Medical Center Program. He holds faculty appointments at UTMB and the University of Texas at Austin Medical School, and serves as Adjunct Professor in the Department of Biomedical Engineering at the University of Texas at Austin. At Dell Children’s Medical Center, he is Plastic Surgery Clinical Chief, and chairs the Surgery Council. After completing his Doctor of Medicine degree at the University of Rochester, he trained in General/Plas-
Dr. Kurt Simmons did an NIH fellowship in craniofacial anomalies at University of North Carolina. After teaching for 10 years at the Universities of Indiana and North Carolina, he became the first Director of Orthodontics at Arkansas Children’s Hospital, providing all orthodontic services for their cleft, craniofacial and special needs patients. A Past President of the Southwest Society of Orthodontists, he is the orthodontic consultant for The MAGIC Foundation and a section editor of the Cleft Palate-Craniofacial Journal. His career-long interest has been treatment of patients with cleft lip/palate/craniofacial anomalies. He has contributed multiple chapters on orthodontic treatment of cleft/craniofacial patients.

Dr. Kristina Wilson is a Senior Speech Pathologist and Clinical Researcher at Texas Children’s Hospital in Houston, Texas. She also holds faculty appointment at Baylor College of Medicine in the Division of Plastic Surgery. Wilson’s research interests focus on factors that influence speech outcomes in children with cleft lip and palate as well as early literacy skills of children with clefts. She is an active member of the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, and has recently been re-elected to her second term on the Coordinating Committee for Special Interest Group 5—Craniofacial and Velopharyngeal Disorders. She also is a member of the American Cleft Palate-Craniofacial Association, currently serving as chair of the Archives Committee and as a member of the Ethics Committee. Wilson received her masters degree in Speech Pathology at Northwestern University and her doctorate in Speech and Hearing Sciences at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She has held her Certificate of Clinical Competence from the American Speech-Language Hearing Association since 2001.
290. Lights, Camera, Action! Media Interview Skills Training
Saturday, May 28
1 – 4 PM
Robin Wright, Ph.D.; Erika Hoeft

In today's digital world, never before have a strong media presence and solid speaking skills been so important in projecting a positive image of pediatric dentistry both locally and nationally. It's also a great way to build your practice and enhance community relationships within your media market.

Not a sit-back-and-listen session, this course features the most useful skills for media interviews, realistic practice interviews on timely issues in pediatric dentistry, and arms you with the latest and greatest AAPD information relating to our two public relations campaigns.

Workshop topics include how to prepare for an effective media interview, communicate in sound bites, handle negative questions, project concern and professionalism, manage a hostile interview, and negotiate the changing landscape of social media.

Most important, it will help you to stay on message and advocate for children regardless of the journalist’s questions. Watch and learn as your colleagues (or YOU!) field questions on the hot topics in pediatric dentistry.

Learning objectives:
• Determine pediatric dentistry’s most popular media topics and apply that knowledge in marketing your practice.
• Communicate key messages that have proven successful on such controversial issues as the safety of sedation, water fluoridation and the Affordable Care Act.
• Develop media interviewing skills to speak with clarity and confidence about pediatric dentistry.

Robin Wright has an international reputation as a dental communication specialist and has presented more than 500 seminars, including the annual meetings of the AAPD, American Dental Association, and Academy of General Dentistry. As a media consultant to national health organizations, she has trained thousands of professionals from all over the world to speak successfully in public settings. Graduates of her innovative programs have spoken in professional meetings, congressional hearings and on network television programs such as “60 Minutes” and “Good Morning America.” Wright has authored over 60 publications, including the book, “Tough Questions, Great Answers: Responding to Patient Concerns About Today’s Dentistry.” She has taught communication courses at five universities and two dental schools. She holds a doctorate in health care communication from Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill. In January 2015, Wright joined the staff of the AAPD as Assistant Director of the Pediatric Oral Health Research and Policy Center.

Erika Hoeft is the Public Relations Manager of the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry. A seasoned public relations and communications professional with 17 years of experience, Hoeft joined the AAPD in May of 2010. As AAPD’s Public Relations Manager, Hoeft manages media relationships on behalf of AAPD, as well as its Foundation, Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children (HSHC), and coordinates media interviews and coverage with national, trade and regional press outlets. A veteran of the public relations agency industry, she was previously employed by Healy & Schulte, a boutique public relations and marketing firm, where Hoeft oversaw media relations campaigns and participated in qualitative research programs for professional services and association clients, including the Academy of General Dentistry.
Breakfast Rounds II

Sunday, May 29
7 – 8 AM
Cost: $50

BR15  The Art of Pediatric Dentistry: What I’ve Learned in 50 Years of Practice
David R. Gillham, D.D.S.
A can-do challenge toward a rewarding career in pediatric dentistry, from “team interaction” with the patient and including interceptive treatment considerations in the mixed dentition, team-patient interaction, leadership of that team and sequence of treatment with simple appliances.

BR16  When Dentistry Becomes a Pain in the Neck
Christopher Rosenvall, D.D.S., M.S.
Unfortunately back and neck pain is rampant among dental professionals. In this course we will discuss methods to minimize neck and back pain specifically tailored to pediatric dentists and staff. We will also talk about products and therapies available for those already suffering from pain.

BR17  Pediatric Dentistry Missions: Donate Your Skills and Time to Help the Less Fortunate Children by Volunteering in Missions Overseas
Sahar Alrayyes, D.D.S., M.S.
Strategies and handouts on how to carry out your first dental mission will be discussed. Topics covered range from choosing your destination to the end of your first dental mission trip.

BR18  Spice Up Your Life and Share Your Talent: Volunteer
Stacy I. Weedon, D.D.S.
Taking time away from work and sharing your dental knowledge can be so rewarding. We will explore the different options available: local and international; making yourself available for a crisis like 9/11 or Katrina; becoming a dental home; or just providing one-time emergency care. Let me share with you my experience so you can make your time volunteering a success.

Steven P. Hackmyer, D.D.S.
This presentation will discuss The Wand in depth. The overall benefits using a computer-assisted anesthesia system to both the provider and patient will be examined. The device’s flexibility and ease in delivery of anesthesia in different intraoral sites will be discussed.

BR20  Are the Pediatricians Referring to You?
Craig S. Hollander, D.D.S., M.S.
A discussion on time-tested methods to increase referrals into your office by pediatricians and general dentists and help increase your visibility within your professional community.

BR21  Building Positive Online Reviews for Your Dental Practice
Scott G. Childress
Dentists and dental practice staff will learn practical and actionable steps for building positive reviews, moving beyond reputation management to discuss reputation development. The presentation will cover steps to building positive reviews, strategies to handle negative reviews, monitoring your reputation and advice on developing a game plan for unhappy patients.

BR22  Branding, Trending and Optimizing Your Practice Presence
Oshmi Dutta, B.D.S., D.D.S., M.S., FRCD©
What are the barriers to being a great brand versus a good one? In the current environment it is essential to define your brand and value proposition to enable consistent trending in the minds of your patient families. A primer on brands, trends and value in the pediatric dental practice.

BR23  To Build or Not to Build: That is the Question!
Maxim Sulla, D.D.S.
Whether starting a new practice, joining or purchasing an existing one, there are many choices to make! Leasing the space, buying existing real estate or building your own facility, all of these choices will be reviewed during this interactive presentation. Bring your questions!

BR24  Maintaining a Fertile Soil for Your Practice: Why Growth Should Never End
Ammar Idlibi, D.M.D.
This presentation describes an effective strategy to maintain a sustainable growth of the pediatric private practice. Creative management and marketing methods will be presented as well as how to implement a monitoring system to prevent relapse or reaching an end point in the growth of your practice.

BR25  Posterior Pediatric Crowns in a Nutshell
Evelina Kratunova, B.D.S., M.D.S., DChDent
An overview of four restorative options in primary molars: conventional stainless steel crowns (SSC), Hall technique SSC, pre-veneered SSC and zirconia pediatric crowns. Indications for use, advantages, disadvantages, placement techniques are described and the scientific evidence of clinical outcomes is discussed. A number of completed clinical cases are shown as visual examples of the different restorative solutions.
BR26  Practical Autism Management Techniques
   Ian W. Marion, D.D.S., M.S.
There are many techniques available for the management of a patient with autism spectrum disorders, however it is difficult to navigate through the different options. This presentation will cover different techniques, how to implement them, and how to match the right intervention with the right patient.

300. String of Pearls
Sunday, May 29
8:30 – 11:30 AM
Always popular, the format of this session allows a wide variety of ideas and concepts to be strung together in a brief amount of time. The informal atmosphere of the presentation encourages idea sharing and all who wish to contribute are encouraged to do so. The following people are presenting their pearls of wisdom with us at this year’s meeting.

8:30 – 8:45 AM
   Obturator Design and Fabrication: Overcoming Palatal Obstacles at the Chairside
   Katherine Cine, D.D.S., M.S.
   This presentation will compare a novel, in-office technique for fabricating feeding obturators to the traditional method of making acrylic feeding obturators. The indications for obturators and their modification at the chairside to accommodate the patient’s changing dentition will be discussed.

8:45 – 9 AM
   Connecting with Parents and Patients with Appropriate Communication
   David M. Avenetti, D.D.S., M.S.D., M.P.H.
   This program will introduce the concept of oral health literacy, describe the effects of low (oral) health literacy, identify common sources of confusion for parents/patients, and provide attendees with practical suggestions to improve caregiver understanding of oral health information. The goal is to help practitioners improve communication and patient compliance.

9 – 9:15 AM
   Dental Management of Ectodermal Dysplasia
   Andrew Shoemaker, D.M.D.
   Case presentation describing the unique management of a patient with ectodermal dysplasia. The case includes interesting aspects of restorative dentistry, orthodontics and prosthetics.

9:15 – 9:30 AM
   Interdisciplinary Approach of Endodontic and Pediatric Dentistry: A Case Report Involving Intentional Replantation with 3-D Model
   Darya Dabiri, D.M.D., M.S.
   Intentional replantation involves the purposeful removal of a tooth and its reinserion into the socket after curettage of apical lesion. When endodontic retreatment or apical surgery is impossible, intentional replantation may be considered as a last resort. This case report exemplifies this procedure in a pediatric patient.

9:30 – 9:45 AM
   Are Root Canal Sealers of Primary Molars Biocompatible?
   Moti Moskovitz, D.M.D., PhD
   Biocompatibility of root canal sealing materials is essential for the success of root canal treatments in primary teeth, yet various root filling materials were shown in vitro to be cytotoxic to the periapical tissues. The presentation will include several clinical demonstrations of the related pathologies and consequences of root canal treatment in primary teeth and a brief overview of the data on the effects of root sealers on periapical tissue of these teeth.

9:45 – 10:00 AM
   New Biological Material for Pulpotomy Treatment—Research and Clinical Protocol
   Mark L. Cannon, D.D.S., M.S.
   A new dual cure tricalcium silicate base for pulpotomy therapy has been recently introduced to dentistry. This biologic material is a further development in a family of materials that strongly promote re-mineralization and dentin bridge formation. The research describing the biologic material properties and the clinical protocol will be presented.

10 – 10:15 AM
   Creative Approach to Successful Emergency Management of Primary Tooth Trauma
   Lina M. Cardenas, D.D.S., M.S., PhD
   Emergency management of dental trauma can significantly impact subsequent prognosis of the teeth involved. Due to patient’s age and cognitive development, primary trauma poses additional treatment challenges. Creative approaches to a successful emergency management of dental trauma are presented and discussed with emphasis on the use of cyanoacrylate and resolvable sutures.
10:15 – 10:30 AM

**Pediatric Patient Management Systems**
*Cavan Brunsden, D.M.D.*

The Pediatric Dental Practice Success System is a total practice management system. This Pediatric Patient Management Assessment is a system that identifies and assesses each child’s behavioral capability and then shares this with the parent. This system addresses perceived behavioral issues and then presents a behavioral management plan that results in a signed consent form for all of the planned management modalities. Avoiding stressful behavioral management meltdowns can now be part of your office system.

10:30 – 10:45 AM

**Pulpectomies in Primary Teeth with Single File System**
*Tabata Alvarez, DDS, MSH*

Oscillatory systems represent an advancement in the use of Ni-Ti files for pulp treatment. By changing the kinematics from a rotation to an oscillation movement, the use of Ni-Ti files can be limited to just one file without increasing fracture risk and reducing working time.

10:45 – 11 AM

**Regenerative Endodontics: A Comparison of Treatment Protocols**
*R. Glenn Rosivack, D.M.D., M.S.*

Regenerative endodontic therapy refers to exciting new procedures used to treat non-vital immature permanent teeth. As this field evolves, research is being performed to evaluate the evidence for a variety of protocols. This presentation will discuss recent research and its impact on this rapidly developing topic.

11 – 11:15 AM

**The Influence of Early Life Events on Adult Oral Health: The Role of Pediatric Dentistry—The Inaugural Pediatric Dentistry TED Talk!**
*Gajanan Kulkarni, B.D.S., MSc, PhD, FRCD©*

Recent health and science research point to the profound and long-term impact that early life events can have on oral health long beyond childhood. The pediatric dentist, working inter-disciplinarily with other pediatric health professionals, can influence many of those events to alter the trajectory of oral health or disease. Pediatric dentists have a unique opportunity to influence not only families in their care but also their medical colleagues for better health outcomes. An updated perspective on the etiology of early childhood conditions might lead to more prudent and judicious advice to families for improved oral health outcomes not just in childhood but also adulthood. Early anticipatory guidance should include discussions on these new topics as applicable to individual families.

11:15 – 11:30 AM

**Tipping the Cap: New Developments in Materials Used in Vital Pulp Therapy**
*Jarod W. Johnson, D.D.S.*

Recently there have been developments in the field of vital pulp therapy for immature permanent teeth. This is specifically in regards to materials; driven by techniques such as direct pulp capping, pulpotomy, and regenerative endodontics. The discussion will address the basis for vital pulp treatment and review currently available materials.

310. Managing Children’s Behavior for Dental Care Panel: TSD to GA with a Special Examination of the Sedation/GA Interface

**Sunday, May 29**

This program will revisit the time-honored concept of managing children’s behavior with reliance on a continuum of strategies from rather basic to more advanced, a continuum nicely elaborated recently by Nelson (Dent Clin N Am 57:129-43;2013). Anchoring one end of the spectrum is Tell-Show-Do (TSD) that inculcates expectation, modeling, association, and reinforcement, with more invasive approaches along the continuum, leading to general anesthesia (GA), which anchors the invasive end of the continuum. Over a decade ago at the AAPD Annual Session, a group of panelists examined the juxtaposition of TSD with conscious sedation on the spectrum. While the entire continuum-of-care will be discussed at a global level in this session, we will focus specifically a close examination of the sedation/GA interface.

**Learning Objective**

The global objective of this session is for the featured panelists and audience participants to achieve a shared consensus on the best strategies for the safe and effective management of children’s behavior for dental care at the sedation/GA interface by reliance on 1) background presentations by four experts and 2) audience input/discussion.

**Course Director and Moderator**

Dr. William F. Vann Jr. is the course director and moderator. Currently a Research Professor at UNC-Chapel Hill, he is a past Department Chair and Distinguished Professor at UNC, where he has served as a clinical/investigator for 40 years. His research interests include safety issues related to conscious sedation of children in the dental setting.
Using Disease Management to Delay or Defer Sedation or GA

Dr. Man Wai Ng begins the program by discussing an on-going quality assurance program that she oversees, the goal of which addresses chronic disease management (ECC) in young children by using strategies to change fundamental behavior in parents/caregivers. One of the serendipitous outcomes of her endeavors has been the delay and sometimes deferral of sedation and/or GA. Her presentation focuses on this novel approach to disease management that shows promise to lessen the burden of invasive dental treatment for children suffering from chronic dental disease.

Participants will learn how to apply novel approaches to disease management that can lessen the burden of invasive dental treatment (sedation and GA) for children suffering from chronic dental disease.

Ng is Chief of the Department of Dentistry at the Children’s Hospital of Boston.

An Overview of the New AAPD/AAP Sedation Guidelines

By May 2016, the AAP is expected to have endorsed revisions to the AAPD/AAP Sedation Guidelines and the AAP will have the proposed revisions under final consideration. Dr. Stephen Wilson has been the AAPD front-person in the revisions’ process and has worked directly with AAP representatives in developing consensus on modifications and updates. He will briefly review what’s new in the newly proposed Guidelines.

Participants will learn the nuances of the newly proposed AAPD/AAP Sedation Guidelines and will be presented with the new changes in the AAP/AAPD Sedation Guidelines. Advice will be share on how these nuances might be easily incorporated into an office-based clinical protocol.

Wilson is Medical Director, Division of Pediatric Dentistry at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital, Professor, at the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Cincinnati School of Medicine.

Factors Weighing in on Selection of Sedation versus GA for Young Children

Dr. Brian Steele is a dually-trained pediatric dentist/dental anesthesiologist who maintains a private practice in pediatric dentistry in Texarkana, Texas. In addition to conventional behavior management, he provides both sedation and GA for his patients, favoring the approach that he determines as best-suited for the safety and efficiency of the individual child, based on the patient’s behavior and needs. He will share his philosophy on factors that help him in his decision to recommend sedation versus GA.

Based on the experience of a pediatric dental trained also in dental anesthesiology, and his knowledge/experience with safety and effectiveness, participants will learn strategies for child patient selection for sedation versus GA.

Steele is in the private practice of Pediatric Dentistry in Texarkana, Texas.

Re-visiting the Risks of Morbidity/Mortality for Children Undergoing Dental Care under Sedation in the Dental Setting

As pediatric providers who provide office-based sedation, the risks/benefits are a topic of parental conversation during obtaining consent. These risks vary greatly according to reports and reference sources. Dr. Stephen Wilson discusses this topic using the best evidence available and to the extent possible, he will disentangle cases wherein the AAP/AAPD Sedation Guidelines have been used versus not used.

This will enhance providers’ knowledge and background relative to risks of dental office-based sedation to better prepare them for conversations with caregivers/parents, participants will learn the current risks of office-based sedation.

Re-visiting the Risks of Morbidity/Mortality for Children Undergoing Dental Care under GA

Dr. Joe Cravero examines known morbidity/mortality risks for healthy children undergoing GA care. To the extent that data is available, he will disentangle risks for hospital versus non-hospital (surgery center and office-based) settings.

The session will enhance providers’ knowledge and background relative to risks of GA so they may be better prepared for conversations with caregivers/parents, participants will learn the current risks of morbidity/mortality risks for healthy children undergoing GA care.
Cravero is a pediatric anesthesiologist and a Senior Associate in Perioperative Anesthesia and Pain Medicine, and an Associate Professor of Anesthesia at Harvard Medical School.

Exploring the Evidence that GA May Impair Brain Development in Your Children

**Dr. Joe Cravero** reviews emerging data on this question and helps you reach a consensus on the extent to which this question needs to be discussed with caregivers/parents during a consideration of risks and treatment alternatives for children.

Providers’ knowledge and background relative to risks of GA will be enhanced so they may be better prepared for conversations with caregivers/parents. Participants will also earn about emerging data on this question and participate in discussion on the extent to which this question need to be discussed with caregivers/parents during a consideration of risks and treatment alternatives for children.

320. Diabetes Management and Nutrition

**Sunday, May 29**
**8:30 – 11:30 AM**
**Daniel Hale, M.D.**

This presentation will focus on: emerging trends in childhood diabetes, both type 1 and type 2; increasing prevalence of obesity and related comorbidities in children and adolescents; community-based strategies that show promise for stemming the epidemic of childhood obesity; and provider roles and approaches for engaging children and families around healthy living.

Learning objectives:

- Articulate the prevalence of diabetes, obesity, hypertension and hyperlipidemia in the pediatric age range.
- Recognize the social and biological risk factors for these problems.
- Be prepared to engage children and families in making needed changes in lifestyle to address these serious issues.

Dr. Daniel E. Hale is a professor of pediatrics, chief of pediatric endocrinology and diabetes at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. He earned an undergraduate degree in Biochemistry at Texas A&M University, completed a medical degree at the University of Texas Medical School in Houston, did a pediatric residency at the Medical University of South Carolina in Charleston, and pursued specialty training in pediatric endocrinology and diabetes at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia. He then joined the faculty there, where he remained until moving back to Texas in 1994. He has authored more than 140 peer-reviewed articles and book chapters concerning diabetes, fatty acid metabolism, chromosomal defects, and many other endocrinologic topics. He participates in a wide range of pediatric endocrine and diabetes research, currently holding grants from the NIH and industry directly related to obesity and diabetes in childhood.

*Sponsored by Sunstar Americas, Inc.*
Dentists are continually bringing a fresh eye to improve dental care from generation to generation. They continue to look to the future and expand on their vast capabilities and knowledge to deliver an extraordinary patient experience.

At Cheng Crowns we celebrate the innovative talents of dentists. The slim facials and unrivaled strength of our zirconia crowns have raised the bar in aesthetics without sacrificing function. We salute the talents of pediatric dentists and we’re proud to play a big role in the structures that you design.

Experience the Cheng Crowns difference. Order your starter kit at chengcrowns.com/order.

P.O. Box 5001 • Exton, PA 19341
T 800.288.6784 F 484.879.4249 E sales@chengcrowns.com
www.chengcrowns.com

Dentists are innovators.
AAPD Residents

First Timers’ Reception
Thursday, May 26
5:30 – 6:30 PM

Keynote Address: Erik Wahl
Friday, May 27
7:30 – 9 AM

My Kid’s Dentist Poster Research Competition
Friday, May 27
9 AM – 5 PM

My Kid’s Dentist Poster Research Competition is available in the Exhibit Hall. Different topics are presented on iPads and monitors every 30 minutes. Stop by to meet the authors and discuss their presentations with them!

New Dentist Program: Interactive Learning on Pediatric Dental Hot Topics from VIP to VIP
Friday, May 27
1:30 – 3:30 PM

Career Opportunities Fair
Friday, May 27
3:30 – 5:30 PM

New Pediatric Dentist Happy Hour: Howl at the Moon
Friday, May 27
5:30 – 7:30 PM

AAPD Welcome Reception: Texas Revolution in the River City, San Antonio Style!
Friday, May 27
7 – 10 PM

Sponsored by Sunstar Americas, Inc.

NuSmile GSRA Presentations
Saturday, May 28
8:30 – 11:30 AM

My Kid’s Dentist Poster Research Competition
Saturday, May 28
9 AM – 5 PM

Sponsored by Pacific Dental Services, Inc.

General Assembly and Awards Recognition
Sunday, May 29
9:30 – 11:30 AM

Presidents’ Farewell Dinner
Sunday, May 29
6:30 – 10:30 PM

Sponsored by Treloar & Heisel and MAM

Ticketed Events
The New Dentist Happy Hour and Presidents’ Farewell Dinner are ticketed events. Tickets must be purchased in advance when registering to attend AAPD 2016. See the descriptions for all social events on page 34.
Social & Networking Events

First Timers’ Reception
Thursday, May 26
5:30 – 6:30 PM

Join other first-time attendees to make new acquaintances from your district or mingle with old friends. The AAPD board of trustees welcomes you to the AAPD 2016!

5k Fun Run
Friday, May 27
6:30 – 7:30 AM
(Ticketed Event)

Mark Twain declared San Antonio, “one of the four unique cities in the U.S.”, referring to the confluence of cultures shaping its character and there is no better way to experience a city than to walk or run along its historic pathways. Our route will take us past the quaint plazas of La Villita, or little village, one of San Antonio’s original neighborhoods and now home to shops and galleries. The path takes you on the outskirts of our Southtown Neighborhood packed with unique restaurants, shops and historic homes. As you pass by Hemisphere Park you will find yourself gazing at the unique architecture of the Texas Pavilion and The 750-foot Tower of the Americas which were central “theme structures” of the 1968 HemisFair (The San Antonio World’s Fair). Enjoy your morning run through our diverse culture.

A portion of the funds are donated to Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children.

Career Opportunities Fair
Friday, May 27
3:30 – 5:30 PM

The Career Opportunities Fair is a great opportunity for a new pediatric dentist seeking their first practice position or the more experienced dentist who is looking for a change to network with hiring organizations.

For more information on exhibiting or to download the Career Fair form, visit http://www.aapd.org/annual or contact Meetings and Exhibits Associate Colleen Bingle at (312) 337-2169 or cbingle@aapd.org. The cost for AAPD Members is $150; recruitment companies may exhibit at the price of $500.

New Pediatric Dentist Happy Hour: Howl at the Moon
Friday, May 27
5:30 – 7:30 PM
(Ticketed Event)

Located on the historic Riverwalk, Howl at the Moon is in the heart of nightlife in San Antonio! Part bar and part concert, the scene is sure to be alive. Howl at the Moon prides itself on their high-energy dueling pianos interactive music atmosphere. You will hear everything from current pop music to old school Rock N’ Roll. Come prepared, as they accept song recommendations! Bring back those songs that were popular hits during your time in Dental School.

Meet and connect with fellow new pediatric dentists while also having the option to dance and sing along to the lively music from the dueling pianos.

This is not your average bar, don’t miss out on a fun time on the Riverwalk at Howl at the Moon. Transportation will be provided to the AAPD Welcome Reception.

Sponsored by Nusmile
AAPD Welcome Reception:
Texas Revolution in the River City, San Antonio Style!

Friday, May 27
7 – 10 PM

Deep in the heart of AAPD 2016, it’s fiesta time San Antonio style! We got all the fixin’s tonight. Come on down to a place where the experience of San Antonio flavors, sights and sounds flow; from Tex-Mex to, Native American heritage, to the German roots that run deep in local culture. In Tejano Town, mariachis set a festive mood, while the best in local street food and gourmet versions of classic Mexican fare is paired with custom Margaritas and tequila tastings.

For a true Texan BBQ experience, look for the Hoe-Down Hall where line dancing meets the best slow smokin’ in the state! Follow the oompah band to the Bratwurst Grill-Off, where the steins overflow with the spirit of Oktoberfest all year round. A club with a DJ spinning dance tunes all night is not to be missed.

Kids will be a dancing at the county fair plus all the carnival rides you would expect on a Memorial Day weekend. front and center with entertainment designed to get the kids dancing.

Come! Let’s celebrate the spirit of the Alamo City – deep in the heart – all just minutes down the road at historic Sunset Station! It will be something to remember.

Sponsored by Sunstar Americas, Inc.

International Reception
Saturday, May 28
5:30 – 7:30 PM

This reception began in 2010 at the Annual Session and has continued to be a popular event for international members and attendees. Join members of the AAPD board of trustees, learn more about the AAPD and network with fellow international attendees before enjoying your evening in San Antonio.

Presidents’ Farewell Dinner
Sunday, May 29
6:30 – 10:30 PM

Tobin Center for the Performing Arts

President’s Ball: Laissez Les Bons Temps Rouler

Alright, alright, alright! Mask up AAPD revelers, and come on down to the De larosa Krewe Ball! Let’s turn up the volume on this year’s lavish affair, all with the same sophistication and elegance of past but infused by the irresistible spirit of our President, Rob De larosa. The Spirit of Bacchus at Mardi Gras takes over this grand May fête, with Carnival sights, tastes and sounds, while paying homage to the Greco-Roman roots of this grand feast day. Hosted at the magnificent riverside Tobin Center for Performing Arts, this venue in itself a dazzling architectural treasure transformed for a modern day world class performance center.

Every ball needs its mask, and don’t forget to bring your best gown and dancing shoes … because tonight’s festivities includes New Orleans’s own amazing Bucktown Allstars, a multi-year winner of Gambit Reader’s Poll, “Best Band that Doesn’t Fit Any of these Categories” with raspy vocals, rollicking piano, and a corrupt horn section fueling the unorthodox mix of second line funk and Motown soul, the main ingredients that have entertained thousands of hip-shaking fans across Louisiana and the country for 23 years strong and going.

Reception is sponsored by Treloar & Heisel
Dinner is sponsored by MAM
Additional Courses & Workshops

Preconference Course
Esthetic Pediatric Restorative Dentistry

**Thursday, May 26**
8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Cost: $250


This course is designed to offer the most current esthetic pediatric restorative dentistry techniques with data available to support restorative regimens. Indications and contraindications will be presented.

**Dr. Kevin J. Donly** is currently a professor and chair in the Department of Pediatric Dentistry and professor in the Department of Pediatrics at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio. He received his D.D.S. in 1984, Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry in 1986, and M.S. in 1986 from the University of Iowa.

**Dr. William Waggoner** will discuss the esthetic restoration of primary anterior teeth, including resins, strip crowns, pre-veneered stainless steel crowns and zirconia crowns. He will include cases for examples of restorative indications and techniques for restoring teeth.

**Dr. Ted Croll** will discuss posterior primary teeth restorative techniques with a number of restorative materials, including resin-based composites, resin-modified glass ionomer cement and zirconia crowns.

**Dr. Nasser Barghi**, an internationally respected esthetic dentist, will present permanent teeth esthetic restorative materials and techniques, including resin-based composites, porcelain and zirconia anterior and posterior restorations with numerous case presentations to present indications, preparation design and placement techniques.

*Sponsored by NuSmile*

---

**PALS Recertification Program**

**Friday, May 27**
9 AM – 1 PM

*Maximum Participants: 35*

Cost: $250

The American Heart Association Pediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS) program focuses on the knowledge, and clinical skills necessary to provide emergency medical management to children and infants in need. This PALS Recertification course will be an interactive course involving teaching/evaluation stations presenting the core curriculum:

- Recognition and management of respiratory failure.
- Recognition and management of circulatory shock.
- Recognition and management of rhythm disturbances/cardiovascular arrest.
- CPR competency and AED.

Upon satisfactory completion of the teaching/evaluation stations and the thirty question posttest, participants will receive an American Heart Association PALS completion card.

Upon completion of this course, the participant should be able to:

- Discuss the “assess-categorize-decide-act” approach.
- Explain the components of the general assessment.
- Recall the components of the secondary.
- Competently manage unstable conditions resulting from arrhythmias requiring urgent interventions.
- Evaluate respiratory or circulatory problems using the ABCDE model.
- Categorize the clinical condition of a seriously ill or injured child by type and severity.
- Demonstrate respect for patients’ culturally based health beliefs.

*PALS Recertification is being repeated twice on Saturday, May 28, at 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. Please make the appropriate notation on the registration form and include payment.*
Evidence-Based Dentistry Workshop

Saturday, May 28
8:30 AM – 5 PM

*Peter H. Buschang, Ph.D. and N. Sue Seale, D.D.S., M.S.D.*

**Maximum Participants:** 20  
**Cost:** $250

Evidence-based dentistry has become the watchword for quality care and will be increasingly important to the practice of pediatric dentistry. Your ability to size up research – quickly and correctly – is essential in a world where publication rates can outpace the ability to stay current.

In this hands-on computer session, you will discover how to identify the best clinical evidence as a part of a practical understanding of evidence-based methods. You will learn how to formulate clinical questions using PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparator and Outcomes), a method to refine clinical questions and facilitate computer searches.

If you would like to go from 2,000 hits to the most relevant 20 online resources in far less time than it takes you now, this course explains how to efficiently perform literature searches based on specific clinical questions. You will develop the necessary computer skills and find out the secrets of using PubMed, a free online index of health science literature.

Through active discussion and skills practice, you will learn how to critically evaluate published research studies and rank them according to the strength of evidence they provide, ranging from expert opinion and case studies to randomized controlled trials and systematic reviews.

A must-attend course for lifelong learners in the clinical field of pediatric dentistry.

**Dr. Peter Buschang** is professor of orthodontics and director of orthodontic research at Baylor College of Dentistry. He received his Ph.D. in from the University of Texas at Austin in 1980; from 1980-1983 he was a NIDR postdoctoral fellow in the Department of Orthodontics, University of Connecticut Health Science Center; from 1983-1988 he was a FRSQ scholar in the Orthodontic section and Human Growth Research Center, University of Montreal. He regularly reviews articles for numerous journals and has served as associate editor for several journals (currently Angle Orthodontist). Buschang has published over 150 peer-reviewed articles and book chapters focusing on craniofacial growth, developmental adaptations associated with treatments, and oral-motor function. He is director of Baylor’s graduate core course entitled “Research Design and Methodology”.

**Dr. N. Sue Seale** is professor and chairman of the Department of Pediatric Dentistry at Baylor College of Dentistry, Texas A&M Health Science Center, as well as director of the advanced education program in pediatric dentistry at Baylor. She is director of dental service at Texas Scottish Rite Hospital of Children and chairman of the Department of Dentistry at Children’s Medical Center of Dallas. In 2001, the AAPD named her Pediatric Dentist of the Year and also presented her with the Merle C. Hunter Leadership Award in 2003. She is Editor-in-Chief of the AAPD Journal *Pediatric Dentistry*.

---

**Evidence-Based Dentistry Booth at the AAPD Store**

**What’s your evidence-based dentistry IQ?**

Visit the EBD booth to find out!

**Brief tutorials are available in the booth:**

**Friday, May 27**  
2 & 4 PM

**Sunday, May 29**  
9 & 11 AM
Research, Poster Presentations & Awards

My Kid’s Dentists Research Poster Competition
Friday, May 27 and Saturday, May 28
9 AM - 5 PM

My Kid’s Dentist Poster Research Competition is available in the Auditorium in the Exhibit Hall. Different topics are presented each hour. Stop by to meet the authors and discuss their presentations with them! Additional Poster OnDemand Stations are available in the area for attendees to view the ePosters at any time.

Sponsored by Pacific Dental Services, Inc.

260. NuSmile Graduate Student Research Awards (GSRA)
Saturday, May 28
1 – 4 PM

The eight NuSmile GSRA award recipients present their research and answer questions.

Sponsored by NuSmile

General Assembly and Awards Recognition
Sunday, May 29
9:30 – 11:30 AM

The AAPD recognizes well-deserved recipients at an awards ceremony created to honor these recipients. Join your colleagues to honor the important research initiatives that have been conducted over the past year through the grants provided by Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children (HSHC).

The following award presentations will be recognized and announced: the new 2016-17 Sunstar/AAPD Research Fellowships, the 2015-16 NuSmile Graduate Student Research Awards (GSRA), the recipient of the Ralph E. McDonald Award sponsored by the Indiana Pediatric Dental Alumni Association, the recipients of the Preventech Samuel D. Harris Research and Policy Fellowship, the Paul P. Taylor award sponsored by the Baylor Pediatric Dentistry Alumni Fund, the Richard C. Pugh awards from the American Board of Pediatric Dentistry, and the 2016 My Kid’s Dentist Research Poster Competition winners.

Make plans to attend the General Assembly as a member of the AAPD to learn what your Academy is doing for you and how it may affect your practice. Vote on important initiatives and find ways to get more involved in your Academy.
Affiliate & Alumni Meetings

Thursday, May 26 – Saturday, May 28
Indiana University Pediatric Dentistry Alumni Association

Thursday, May 26
4:30 – 6:30 PM
ABPD Recognition Reception

Saturday, May 28
7 – 10 AM
College of Diplomates Annual Breakfast Meeting & Symposium

1 – 2 PM
ABPD Certification Overview

Diplomates and other interested AAPD members are invited to attend the American Board of Pediatric Dentistry (ABPD) Overview Session on the initial certification process as well as the Renewal of Certification Process (ROC-P).

2 – 3:30 PM
AAPD Leadership Caucus

2 – 4 PM
Foundation of the College of Diplomates of the ABPD Board of Trustee’s Meeting

5 – 6 PM
Jacobi Medical Center Pediatric Dentistry Alumni Reception

5 – 7 PM
Canadian Association of Pediatric Dentists NYU College of Dentistry Alumni Reception University of Tennessee Pediatric Dentistry Alumni UW and Yakima Alumni Reception

5 – 7:30 PM
University of Iowa Pediatric Dentistry Alumni University of Louisville Pediatric Dental Residency Program

5 – 8 PM
CSPD/WSPD Reception

5:30 – 7 PM
Children’s National Medical Center Alumni Ohio State University Alumni Reception Paul P. Taylor Association of Pediatric Dentists Tufts University School of Dentistry UNC Alumni and NC Academy of Pediatric Dentistry University of Illinois at Chicago, Pediatric Dentistry UT Houston Pediatric Alumni

5:30 – 7:30 PM
Columbia University College of Dental Medicine Pediatric Dentistry Alumni Reception Uconn Alumni Reception University at Buffalo School of Dental Medicine VCU/MCV Pediatric Dentistry Alumni and Friends

6 – 7:30 PM
Boston Children’s Hospital Alumni Reception

6 – 8 PM
Case Western Reserve University School of Dental Medicine Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Alumni Reception Kornberg School of Dentistry

6:30 – 8:30 PM
Geisinger Medical Center Alumni
San Antonio Tours

Welcome to Our City Tour
Thursday, May 26
9 AM – 1 PM
Price per person: $50

San Antonio is home to one of the few National Parks located within an urban setting, the Mission Trail. Our first stop will be Mission San Jose, located just south of our downtown. Here we will view a film and then walk the grounds of the largest and best restored of all the missions. We will tour the Indians’ quarters that were located within the walls as well as the Spanish soldiers’ quarters. San Jose’s church is one of the most beautiful in the country with its elaborate carvings on the chapel façade. The famous Rose Window and the cemetery from the 1770’s will be points of interest. This represents the Spanish influence in the early years of San Antonio’s development.

After our visit to Mission San Jose it is on to the Mexican Market known as El Mercado where you will get as close to real Mexico as you can this side of the border! Don’t forget to visit the amazing bake shop that sits inside Mi Tierra. You will have some time to visit the shops that offer authentic Mexican arts and crafts-shopping before we get going again.

Next it is on to San Fernando Cathedral for a tour of this significant historical site. In February 1836, Mexican General Santa Anna flew a red flag from the rooftop of the church signaling no mercy and no surrender to the Alamo defenders. The Cathedral today is not just a place of worship. Many believe that the Cathedral symbolizes a unity for San Antonio since a marble coffin located in the southeast corner of the chapel claims to hold some of the remains of the Alamo defenders. The remains were found under a sanctuary railing during church renovations in 1936. This magnificent church was founded by the Canary Islanders, and constructed between 1738 and 1749. The walls of the church now form the Cathedral’s sanctuary. Therefore, San Fernando Cathedral is the oldest operating Roman Catholic Cathedral in the United States.

Next to the Cathedral in the Cathedral Centre is a small gift shop that has religious articles, candles and souvenirs.

Our last stop will be the historic La Villita, or little village. This eclectic collection of historic homes and buildings is now a treasure trove of shops and galleries. Guests will be allowed time to shop and explore.

Cruise Into History
Thursday, May 26
4:30 – 7 PM
Price per person: $98

Cruise through one of world’s most unique waterways, on the Paseo del Rio, or San Antonio Riverwalk. The San Antonio River symbolizes the heart and soul of the city. Thousands of years ago, the river was a gathering place for Native Americans. The first civilian Spanish settlers built their homes here in the 1700s. In the late 1920s, the San Antonio Conservation Society, local government officials and business leaders realized what an asset the river could be to the growing city. Architect Robert H. H. Hugman developed River Walk plans that eventually led to construction of a 21-block section from Nueva to Lexington, completed in March of 1941, just in time for Fiesta. The project transformed downtown through beautification, preservation and flood control.

Afterwards, our tour takes you to the “Shrine of Texas History”, The Alamo, where guests will have a private tour and get a brief history and reenactment of the Battle of the Alamo.

World Heritage Missions Tour & Lunch
Friday, May 27
9 AM – 3 PM
Price per person: $73

We begin at the most famous of the missions, The Alamo, “The Shrine of Texas Liberty” and San Antonio’s first Mission. Today, it is one of the most photographed facades in the country and the #1 tourist attraction in the state. We will tour the chapel and walk the grounds as we learn about the “Battle for Texas Independence”. You will also have some time to wander through their wonderful gift shop.

The “Queen of the Missions”, Mission San Jose is our next stop. This site was established in 1720 and is the largest and best restored of the San Antonio’s five missions. We will tour the Indians’ quarters that were located within the walls as well as the Spanish soldiers’ quarters. San Jose’s church is one of the most beautiful in the country with its elaborate carvings on the chapel façade.

As we continue, we will view Espada Dam. This dam was built curving the wrong way and has withstood floods for more than 200 years.

Our third mission made its permanent home along the banks of the San Antonio River in 1731. Mission San Juan Capistrano established a trade network stretching east to Louisiana and south to Coahuila, Mexico.

Our guide will discuss the two remaining missions as we return to the hotel. Mission Espada, which was established in 1731 but was never completed, still
stands as an outline of an intended church. Time stands still at Espada, which seems as remotely located today as the day it was built. The oldest unrestored mission church in Texas, Mission Concepcion was established in 1731 and the Twin Towers and beautiful cupola helped make it a construction project of twenty-plus years.

Following the tour of the Missions, guests will be taken to lunch at Mi Terra.

**Texas-Style Skeet Shooting**  
**Friday, May 27**  
1 - 4:30 PM  
*Price per person: $241*

It’s off to the National Shooting Complex, one of the premier shooting facilities in the world, spanning 671 acres of San Antonio countryside. As the headquarters for the National Skeet Shooting Association and National Sporting Clays Association, it hosts elite tournaments for both sports, including the World Skeet Championships and National Sporting Clays Championship. In addition, it is the venue for a wide range of shooting and non-shooting events for thousands of serious competitors, casual shooters, and outdoors enthusiasts each year.

Their certified instructors are dedicated to the development of shooting sports and firearms safety.

This tour consists of (50) rounds of ammunition per person and includes the rental of the shot guns and ammunition, eye and ear protection as well as transportation.  
*Safety instructions given upon arrival.*

**Wild West Wandering**  
**Friday, May 27**  
9 AM - 3 PM  
*Price per person: $143*

Guests will travel to the Old West in the comfort of an air conditioned motorcoach to spend the day at Enchanted Springs Ranch. This old town remake is famous for its many movie appearances and its abundance of wild animals.

Your guests will have a great time partaking in many of the exciting and fun events that are offered to you. Go for a horseback ride, take a trip on a hay bale and get close and personal with many of the animals that call this ranch home. Meet and enjoy Pistol Packin’ Paula’s gun show or get a lesson in history from our enchanting history buff. Kids will have a great time participating in the scavenger hunt on the ranch.

Afterwards, guests will enjoy a delicious BBQ meal in one of the old town halls. It’s an experience you can only get in Texas. YEE-HAW!

**Cave Walking**  
**Friday, May 27**  
9 AM - 1 PM  
*Price per person: $80*

For a high-energy activity, our bus will travel to Natural Bridge Caverns for a tour of these famous caves, recently voted to be one of the top ten caves of the United States.

Except for the lighting, walkways and handrails, you will find the North Cave much the same as the discoverers did in 1960. There is an incredible world of towering and majestic formations created at an average rate of only one cubic inch every one hundred years. As the constant dripping of water proves, they’re still alive and growing. Travel down the winding passages and be amazed how the incredible and rare formations of the cavern reveal themselves in room after dazzling room.

Tour takes approximately 75 minutes.

Guests will have the opportunity to tour the wonderful formations at their own pace as they travel from tour guide to tour guide.

Includes Capers uniformed tour guide, transportation, cave entrance fees as well as non-alcoholic refreshments on the bus. Everyone must wear a shoe with good traction and be in reasonably good shape as the caves do have some steep hills. Please note the canopy challenge is open weather permitting.

**Taste of the Hill Country Tour**  
**Saturday, May 28**  
9 AM – 2 PM  
*Price per person: $137*

Boerne is a delightful German community and this small town is filled with antique stores and boutiques galore. Many shops have merchandise that is indigenous to the Texas Hill Country and Texas folklore.

Upon arrival your guide will orient everyone to the various locations and popular spots for browsing and shopping.

Our first stop will be the Boerne Wine Company where you can journey through their wonderful wines. Your hands-on discovery begins with generous samples in a casual, comfortable setting. Wander through rack-upon-rack of interesting vintages, pour a taste or two into stemware, and then relax in and enjoy your selections with snacks throughout your experience. You will love the convenience of our unique self-service Enomatic wine dispenser and the wide range of choices you will have to try. Each guest will be given a $25 debit card for use here. The card can be used to purchase the holder’s choice of tastings, half or full glasses of an array of wines.

Guests will then enjoy a delicious lunch in Boerne.
Cooking San Antonio Style
Saturday, May 28
11 AM - 2 PM
Price per person: $140

San Antonio is known for its friendly people, great food and genuine hospitality - and no one reflects this better than our very own Blanca Aldaco. Blanca’s passion for cooking the foods that she was introduced to as a child is truly inspiring. Not only will you get a blow by blow account of how to make the perfect enchilada right in front of you but you will be served an amazing authentic stuffed enchilada meal as well. Did we mention you will also be shown the secret of how to make quite likely the best Margarita you’ve ever tasted and then sample it?

Spice up your life with a cooking class that is as flamboyant as a Mexican Fiesta. San Antonio’s diverse culinary creativity will be revealed as noted restaurateur Blanca Aldaco of Aldaco’s Mexican Cuisine shares her savory secrets. The palatable presentation covers the history of Mexican cuisine and the historical events that influenced it.

It’s Pure San Antonio!

To be sure you don’t soon forget this day each guest will receive a handmade authentic Mexican paper flower and a colorful Molcajete to hold your salsas back at home!

This is a cooking demonstration only.

Cave Walking
Sunday, May 29
9 AM - 1 PM
Price per person: $80

For a high-energy activity, our bus will travel to Natural Bridge Caverns for a tour of these famous caves, recently voted to be one of the top ten caves of the United States.

Except for the lighting, walkways and handrails, you will find the North Cave much the same as the discoverers did in 1960. There is an incredible world of towering and majestic formations created at an average rate of only one cubic inch every one hundred years. As the constant dripping of water proves, they’re still alive and growing. Travel down the winding passages and be amazed how the incredible and rare formations of the cavern reveal themselves in room after dazzling room. Tour takes approximately 75 minutes.

Guests will have the opportunity to tour the wonderful formations at their own pace as they travel from tour guide to tour guide.

Includes Capers uniformed tour guide, transportation, cave entrance fees as well as non-alcoholic refreshments on the bus. Everyone must wear a shoe with good traction and be in reasonably good shape as the caves do have some steep hills. Please note the canopy challenge is open weather permitting.

Theme Parks

Ticket Price includes shuttle that will bus guests back to the convention center every hour on the hour. Based on a minimum of 30 guests.

SEA WORLD

Price per person: $98.00 each

SIX FLAGS FIESTA TEXAS

Price per person: $95.00 plus tax
The Gateway to Your Professional Development

Comprehensive Review: 22 CE
This course will provide you with an expansive, contemporary and in-depth summary of pediatric dentistry. Topics to be discussed include Growth and Development, Assessment and Prevention, Oral Pathology, Care for Special Needs Patients, Restorative Dentistry and Materials, Trauma, Behavior Management, Pulp Therapy and Hospital Dentistry.

Safe & Effective Sedation: 13 CE
This course includes lectures, audience-interactive case presentations, while enhancing clinically driven considerations, still retaining relevant topics associated with safe sedation of children such as the pre-sedation assessment, sedation and post-sedation period, patient monitoring and future trends. Additional materials are presented about the child's personality, drug selection and a reference list.

Oral Pathology Symposium: 14 CE
This symposium is designed to update the practitioner on the diagnosis and management of common and important orofacial and cutaneous disorders and lesions. Dental anomalies, soft tissue and jaw lesions and specific skin disorders will be presented. This multidisciplinary discussion will also include newly defined lesions and the latest diagnostic and therapeutic approaches.

2015 Annual Session: 39 CE
For the first time ever, AAPD is offering CE for those courses at Annual Session you could not attend. In the Education Passport, you will have the opportunity to purchase and earn up to 39 CE hours. Get the entire Annual Session package or just a few sessions, the choice is yours!

Dental Assistant’s Course: 7 CE
This course is specially designed for the pediatric dental assistant to increase their knowledge and understanding of sevative related and medical emergencies. A review of the pharmacology and clinical application of oral sedation and the use of nitrous oxide/oxygen will be included. Participants will learn how to organize and prepare the office for an organized response to a medical emergency and the important role of the dental assistant in the dental team.

AAPD Education Passport
The AAPD Education Passport was created to fit your busy lifestyle! With the Education Passport, we’ve made it easy for you to fulfill your continuing education needs. Access recorded courses and virtual lunch breaks at your own pace and earn continuing education from the office, on the road, or even in the comfort of your own home.

Visit the Education Passport at:
www.conferencepassport.com/aapd
Registration Information

Please review the following information to avoid delays in the processing of your registration or housing request.

Who Needs to Register

Anyone (member or non-member dentist, dentists’ staff or dental student) who wants to attend any portion of the Scientific Program must register. All registration categories for AAPD 2016 include all education sessions (except those specified), the Welcome Reception, complimentary beverages in exhibit hall and the Scientific Proceedings. The guest registration is additional and must accompany that of an attendee; children are complimentary to the meeting, but tickets must be purchased for Social Events. Guests do NOT earn any continuing education credit; if seeking CE Credits, spouses/guests must register as Office Staff.

• Tickets to the Presidents’ Farewell Dinner are an additional fee and must be purchased separately; see the Social Events section of the registration form and make the appropriate notation.

• Additional tickets to all Social Events must be purchased during registration; onsite tickets for these functions may be limited and are subject to availability.

The cutoff for the advance fee is Monday, April 4, 2016. All registration forms submitted must be postmarked or date stamped on or before Monday, April 4, 2016, to qualify for advance registrations and receive the discounted rates.

Note: To receive the member registration rate for the 2016 Annual Session, your 2015-16 membership dues must be paid in full.

Residents

• Registration is complimentary if you register on or before April 4, 2016.

• Residents registering after April 4, 2016, or onsite are charged $150 in registration fees; no exceptions will be made.

• Student registration does include tickets to the Welcome Reception; please indicate your intent to attend on the registration form.

Residents are encouraged to attend the New Dentist Happy Hour on Friday, May 27. Make the appropriate notation on the form and include payment to attend this fabulous networking event.

Registration Materials: What You Receive Onsite

Again this year, badges will not be mailed. Attendees who register in advance will bring their email confirmation to a Badge Pickup counter at registration to receive their badge(s), ticketed scientific sessions and social event tickets at self-serve kiosks. Upon confirming the details of your registration, you will be directed to a counter to pickup tote bag and Program Book.

Registration Methods

Registrations are processed on a first-come, first-served basis. Complete all sections of the form and include proper payment. Each registrant must complete a separate registration form.

Online: http://www.aapd.org/annual

Phone: (800) 974-3084

Fax: (301) 694-5124

Credit card only. Allow five days for processing and receipt of registration confirmation.

NOTE: Please do not mail after faxing.

Mail:

AAPD 2016
5202 Presidents Court, G100
Frederick MD 21703

Credit card or check (drawn on U.S. bank in U.S. funds) must accompany a completed registration form. No wire transfers or purchase orders will be accepted. Allow 7 – 10 days for processing and receipt of registration confirmation. Make checks payable to AAPD/Experient.

Registration Instructions

• Type or print all information on the registration form and housing form in black ink (please print legibly). To avoid completing the forms, register online at http://www.aapd.org/annual for the meeting and hotel.

• AAPD Registration and Housing Services Center is not responsible for faxes not received due to mechanical failure or circumstances beyond our control.

• Due to the volume of forms received, AAPD Registration cannot confirm receipt of faxed or mailed forms.

• Attendees must be registered for the Annual Session (via form or online) in order to make hotel reservations within the AAPD hotel block using the official AAPD Registration and Housing Form or online.

• Most educational sessions do not require tickets. Seating is on a first-come, first-served basis. Many optional sessions, activities and events require additional fees and must be indicated on the registration form; applicable tickets will be included in your meeting materials.

• The Preconference Course, Breakfast Rounds, PALS and Evidence-Based Education Workshop require additional fees; please indicate session choice and include fees.

• Registration forms must be submitted on or before April 4, 2016, to qualify for the discounted fees. Registrations received after April 4, 2016, will be automatically charged the higher registration fees.

Registration Hours

Please pick up your badge and materials at Registration at the Henry B. Gonzales (HBGCC). Registration is available during the following days/times:

Thursday, May 26 7:30 AM – 5 PM

Friday, May 27 7 AM – 5 PM

Saturday, May 28 8 AM – 5 PM

Sunday, May 29 8 AM – NOON
Cancellation and Refund Policy

All cancellations postmarked on or before May 6, 2016, will be refunded less a $150 processing fee ($50 for office staff and guests).

All cancellation requests must be made in writing to AAPD Registration and Housing Services for processing on or before May 6, 2016.

No refunds will be given after Monday, May 6, 2016. After this date, any extenuating circumstances must be submitted in writing to the AAPD c/o Vice President of Meetings and Continuing Education Tonya Almond at 211 E. Chicago Avenue, Suite 1600, Chicago, IL 60611. Those refunds approved are processed after the Annual Session.

Refunds are not granted for no-shows.

Registration Confirmation

Every effort is made to provide all advance registrants with a confirmation of their registration. This notice will verify whether we received your registration prior to the deadline, and if the tickets requested will be issued.

Please check your registration and fee calculations carefully to avoid unnecessary delays in processing. If you are using American Express®, MasterCard®, or Visa®, provide complete credit card information, including each digit of your credit card number, expiration date, security code number and signature.

Name Badges

Name badges must be worn at all times by all registered attendees, including children, in order to gain access to any portion of the Scientific Program, Welcome Reception, access to the Exhibit Hall, hospitality areas and all social events.

Children’s badges are provided without charge up to the age of 20; their names and ages must be listed on the registration form.

Questions

If you have any questions regarding registration or housing, contact AAPD Registration and Housing Service Center at (800) 974-3084 Toll-free U.S. and Canada (Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST), (847) 996-5876 International (Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. EST), or aapd@experient-inc.com.

---

Housing Information

Please read this information carefully. You must register for the Annual Session prior to booking your hotel reservation. All housing reservations must be made through the AAPD Registration and Housing Service Center. Only one reservation allowed per form.

Housing Reservation Methods

Online: http://www.aapd.org/annual

Fax: (301) 694-5124
Credit card only. Allow 7-10 days for processing and receipt of registration confirmation.

NOTE: Please do not mail after faxing

Mail:
AAPD 2016
5202 Presidents Court, G100
Frederick MD 21703

A credit card guarantee with a credit card expiration of June 2016 or later is required in order to confirm a hotel reservation. No wire transfers or purchase orders will be accepted. Allow 7 – 10 days for processing and receipt of registration confirmation.

Reservation Deadline

All housing requests must be submitted by Wednesday, April 27, 2016, by 5 p.m. PST in order to receive the AAPD discounted room rate. After April 27, 2016, rooms and rates are subject to availability.

Housing Information and Change/ Cancellation Policies

Reservations are processed on a first-come, first-served basis.

A credit card guarantee with a credit card expiration of June 2016 or later is required in order to confirm a hotel reservation. A one night plus tax deposit will be charged by your confirmed hotel on May 4, or later.

Acknowledgement of reservation request is sent after each reservation form is processed, as well as each time a reservation is modified/changed and/or cancelled. For online reservation housing, acknowledgement is immediate. For fax/mailed forms, acknowledgement will be sent within two business days of completion of processing. Please review acknowledgements carefully for accuracy. If you do not receive an acknowledgement within 14 days of submission, please call AAPD Registration and Housing Services Center at (800) 974-3084.

All hotel room rates are subject to applicable state and local taxes in effect at the time of check-in (currently 16.75 percent).

AAPD discounted room rates are applicable May 23 – May 30, 2016, subject to availability.

Changes must be made on or before May 11, 2016, at 5 p.m. (PST) and online by accessing your registration/housing record or in writing via e-mail to aapd@experient-inc.com.

All cancellations must be received a minimum of 72 hours prior to arrival in order to receive a refund of your deposit. No refunds will be given for cancellations within 72 hours of arrival or for no shows.

A portion of the room rate is used to offset the expense of registration and housing services.

Hotel Block

Marriott Rivercenter (Headquarters hotel)
$219—Single $229—Double
$20 Additional Person

Marriott Riverwalk
$219—Single $229—Double
$20 Additional Person

Grand Hyatt
$179—Single $199—Double
$25 Additional Person

Hilton Palacio del Rio
$172—Single/Double
$20 Additional Person

Residence Inn by Marriott
$169—Single/Double
$20 Additional Person

Westin Riverwalk
$199—Single/Double
$20 Additional Person

Rates are subject to a current tax of 16.75 percent; tax is subject to change.
Every day, dentists offer real, concrete solutions for their patients and fix things that lead to better, healthier lives. It is this ability to engineer ideas and implement new approaches that makes dentistry a challenging and rewarding profession.

At Cheng Crowns we engineer our crowns without taking short cuts. With slim facials and unrivaled strength, our zirconia crowns have raised the bar in aesthetics without sacrificing function. We salute the talents of pediatric dentists and we’re proud to play a big role in the structures that you design.

Order your starter kit and see our full selection at www.chengcrowns.com.

Dentists are engineers.
AAPD 2016 Registration & Housing
Annual Session • San Antonio

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Please type or print your name clearly. Only one (1) form per registrant; all office staff must fill out a separate form. Please enter spouse/guest and children's names at the end of this form. All correspondence about the Annual Session will be sent to the address below. It will not change your membership record.

AAPD Member ID________________________(not required)

First Name        Nickname

Last Name

Street

City     State    Zip   Country

Telephone     Fax

E-mail

HOUSING RESERVATION REQUEST

Arrival Date        Departure Date

Hotel Choices: 1st                                         2nd

Room Type: 1 (1 person/1bed)     2 (2 people/1 bed)     2 (2 people/2 beds)
3 (3 people/2 beds)     4 (4 people/2 beds)  1 bedroom suite  2 bedroom suite

Hotel will attempt to honor all requests, but requests cannot be guaranteed. Only one room per registrant is allowed. Suites may be requested and are based on availability. Please direct requests for additional rooms or suites to AAPD Registration and Housing Services at (800) 424-5249. Rates are subject to 16.75 percent tax, (Subject to change without notice). Please note maximum of four (4) persons per standard room types (suites not included).

No hotel required     Staying with family/friends    Local Resident    Booked own hotel; hotel name ____________________________

Special Requests: I have a disability and may require accommodations to fully participate (AAPD will contact you).

Audio     Visual     Mobile     Other__________________________

Special Dietary Needs: Gluten Free    Vegetarian    Kosher     Other__________________________

REGISTRATION CATEGORIES AND FEES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Before April 4</th>
<th>After April 4</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member</td>
<td>$720</td>
<td>$820</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member (Year 1 &amp; 2)</td>
<td>$360</td>
<td>$410</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life/Retired</td>
<td>$295</td>
<td>$295</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$150</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Member Dentist</td>
<td>$1,320</td>
<td>$1,420</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Pediatric Dentist</td>
<td>$850</td>
<td>$950</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Staff</td>
<td>$220</td>
<td>$320</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse/Guest</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$225</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child (up to age 20)</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>N/C</td>
<td>$________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conference Harvester Audio Content $189 $189 $________

*Conference Harvester conference content will be available approximately 1-2 weeks after the Annual Session.

METHODS OF REGISTRATION

Skip this form and...

REGISTER ONLINE NOW AT

http://www.aapd.org/annual

Phone: (800) 424-5249
Fax: (301) 694-5124

Mail:
AAPD 2016
5202 Presidents Court, G100
Frederick MD 21703

• One (1) ticket to the Welcome Reception is included with the registration fee for all attendees. Please indicate if you plan to attend.
• Child (5+ years of age) registrations must purchase all social event tickets.
### BREAKFAST ROUNDS
Breakfast Rounds are on Saturday, May 28 and Sunday, May 29. Please choose ONE Breakfast Round by indicating your choice. (i.e. – BR1, BR15, etc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Choice</th>
<th>2nd Choice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QTY ____ x $50 = $ ____________</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING

**Joint Academic Day**, Wednesday, May 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY ____ x complimentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Must be a director in a pre- or postdoctoral program (not for students)*

**PreConference Course: Esthetic Pediatric Restorative Dentistry**, Thursday, May 26

| QTY ____ x $250 = $ ____________ |

**PALS Recertification, Friday, May 27, 9 AM – 1 PM**

| QTY ____ x $250 = $ ____________ |

**PALS Recertification, Saturday, May 28, 8 AM – NOON**

| QTY ____ x $250 = $ ____________ |

**PALS Recertification, Saturday, May 28, 1 – 5 PM**

| QTY ____ x $250 = $ ____________ |

**Evidence-Based Training Workshop, Saturday, May 28**

| QTY ____ x $250 = $ ____________ |

### SOCIAL EVENTS

**First Timers’ Reception, Thursday, May 26**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attending</th>
<th>Not Attending</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**5K Fun Run/Walk, Friday, May 27**

| QTY ____ x $75 = $ ____________ |

**New Dentist Happy Hour, Friday, May 27**

| QTY ____ x $25 = $ ____________ |

**Welcome Reception, Friday, May 27**

| Attending | Not Attending |

**Presidents’ Farewell Dinner, Sunday, May 29**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adult</th>
<th>Child</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### METHODS OF PAYMENT

- Enclosed is a check payable to AAPD/Experient
- CREDIT CARD
- American Express
- MasterCard
- Visa

(Funds must be drawn in U.S. dollars on a U.S. bank. Checks for Registration only.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Number</th>
<th>Exp. Date (must be 6/2016 or later)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Print Cardholder’s Name</th>
<th>Security Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cardholder’s Signature</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By signing I authorize my credit card to be charged and that I agree to comply with the referenced cancellation policies should I cancel my registration.

Check here if billing address is the same as mailing address

### BILLING ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT FROM MAILING ADDRESS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Street</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Zip</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEADLINE FOR ADVANCE REGISTRATION FEES: APRIL 4, 2016

SPOUSE/GUEST AND CHILDREN NAMES (PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT)
(Spouse/guest badges are only printed for people who are registered)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spouse/Guest First Name</th>
<th>Nickname</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spouse/Guest Last Name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name as you would like it to appear on your badge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s Name</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s Name</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s Name</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s Name</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SUBMIT COMPLETED REGISTRATION FORMS WITH PROPER PAYMENT TO:

Fax: (301) 694-5124

Mail:
AAPD 2016
5202 Presidents Court, G100
Frederick MD 21703

Credit card or check (drawn on U.S. bank in U.S. funds). Checks are accepted for Registration; a credit card is required for housing reservations. No wire transfers or purchase orders will be accepted. Allow 7 – 10 days for processing and receipt of registration confirmation. Please make checks payable to AAPD/Experient.

Cancellations for the hotel must be received a minimum of 72 hours prior to arrival. No shows or reservations cancelled within 72 hours of arrival will be charged a one night room and tax cancellation fee to the credit card on file.

Registrants will receive an e-mailed confirmation from AAPD Registration and Housing Service Center. Please review your confirmation carefully when you receive it and bring it with you to the meeting to print your badge and tickets, if applicable.

Skip the Registration and Housing Form and register online now at http://www.aapd.org/annual
AAPD Continuing Education Courses

Register Now!

Register now for our Spring CE courses. Whether you’re looking for sedation training, a course for your assistants or just need an update on the latest in oral pathology, there’s something for everyone! These courses are guaranteed to sell out, so don’t wait to register, visit http://www.aapd.org/events and sign up today!

Comprehensive Review of Pediatric Dentistry

JANUARY 29–31, 2016

JW MARRIOTT ATLANTA BUCKHEAD, ATLANTA, GEORGIA

This highly acclaimed course provides a comprehensive review of pediatric dentistry. It may be helpful to AAPD members in their preparation for the ABPD examinations.

The Comprehensive Review course will provide you with an expansive, contemporary and in-depth summary of pediatric dentistry. Topics to be discussed include Growth and Development, Assessment and Prevention, Oral Pathology, Care for Special Needs Patients, Restorative Dentistry and Materials, Trauma, Behavior Management, Pulp Therapy and Hospital Dentistry.

Expert clinicians presenting this course utilize a lecture format to review the subjects included in the board examinations. Participation in this course does not guarantee successful completion of board exams. The curriculum is also designed to serve as a comprehensive and in-depth review of pediatric dentistry to those attendees who may either be board certified or not planning on taking the examination.

The ABPD recognizes the AAPD Comprehensive Review in Pediatric Dentistry course as the only course that is ROC-P approved. This course is eligible for 22 hours of continuing education credit.

Course Director and Speaker
Kevin J. Donly, D.D.S.

Speakers
Catherine M. Flaitz, D.D.S., M.S.
Amr Moursi, D.D.S., Ph.D.
Andrew L. Sonis, D.M.D.

Safe and Effective Sedation of the Pediatric Dental Patient

MARCH 3–5, 2016

HYATT MAGNIFICENT MILE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

This is a newly designed American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry sponsored course. This course is designed for the pediatric dentists who have had training in sedation techniques during their graduate or residency training programs and are looking to refresh their knowledge and those residents looking to enhance what they are currently learning in their programs. The course includes lectures, audience-interactive case presentations, while enhancing clinically driven considerations, still retaining relevant topics associated with safe sedation of children such as the pre-sedation assessment, sedation and post-sedation period, patient monitoring and future trends. Additional materials are presented about the child’s personality, drug selection and a reference list.

This course is consistent with the ADA’s Guidelines on Teaching Pain Control and Sedation to Dentists and Dental Students in a Continuing Education Program. The course level, according to ADA Guidelines, Part II, Definitions, Education Courses, is that of a survey course and does not offer direct, clinical patient management.

This course is eligible for 22 hours of continuing education credit.

Course Director and Speaker
Stephen Wilson, D.M.D., M.A., Ph.D.

Invited Speakers
John Nathan, D.D.S., M.DentSc
Christine Quinn, D.D.S., M.S.
Sarat Thikkurissy, D.D.S., M.S.
Management of Pediatric Sedation Emergencies: A Simulation Course

OFFERED ON TWO DAYS:
MARCH 5, 2016—12:30 – 6:45 PM
MARCH 6, 2016—7:30 AM – 3:30 PM

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY FEINBERG SCHOOL OF MEDICINE SIMULATION CENTER, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The simulation course targets pediatric dentists who wish to sharpen and practice their cognitive skills and rescue techniques involving emergent pediatric sedation scenarios using SimMan technology. The course is intended for pediatric dentists who are currently using sedation techniques in their office. The course will offer some didactic materials but will focus on team-driven assessment and responsiveness to situations that might arise during sedation of children for operative care. SimMan technology will allow for the participant to make quick assessments of patient status and simulate airway techniques, while managing real-time trending of physiological status with the goal of stabilizing the patient.

This course is eligible for 9 hours of continuing education credit (two hours recorded online CE and seven hours of live hands-on)

Course Director and Speaker
Stephen Wilson, D.M.D., M.A., Ph.D.

Invited Speakers
John Nathan, D.D.S., MDentSc
Christine Quinn, D.D.S., M.S.
Sarat Thikkurissy, D.D.S., M.S.

SEPTEMBER 8, 2016
Oral Clinical Exam Review
(All Day Event)

SEPTEMBER 9 – 11, 2016
Comprehensive Review
(All Day Event)

NOVEMBER 4 – 5, 2016
Dental Assistant’s Course: Sedative and Medical Emergencies in the Pediatric Dental Office
(All Day Event)

NOVEMBER 4 – 6, 2016
Safe and Effective Sedation of the Pediatric Dental Patient
(All Day Event)
Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children: The Foundation of the American Academy of Pediatric Dentistry supports community-based initiatives that provide Dental Homes to children from families who cannot afford dental care.

Dr. Beverly A. Largent
HSHC President

Join the fun at Dental Home Day

Being Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children President is one of the best volunteer jobs of my career and an annual highlight for me is Dental Home Day.

Sponsored by our friends at Sunstar Americas, our fourth annual Dental Home Day will take place Wednesday, May 25, prior to the official opening of AAPD 2016 in San Antonio. This year’s event will be in two locations: the new pediatric dental clinic at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio’s dental school and at the Ricardo Salinas Pediatric Dental Clinic. This year’s Dental Home Day hosts plan to treat at least 180 underserved children on that day – and a $25,000 grant from HSHC will help cover their ongoing care for a year.

Dental Home Day is a day of service and a year of care. More than 300 children in Orlando, Boston and Seattle have benefited from Dental Home Day and this is your opportunity to get in on the fun.

We need at least 50 volunteers to help with registration, oral health instruction, games and other support activities. Volunteers make Dental Home Day go.

You can see from the pictures here that Dental Home Day is not just another day at the office.

To learn more about the event, and to register as a volunteer, please click on the Dental Home Day link at www.healthysmileshealthychildren.org.

See you in San Antonio.
Using Formal (and informal) Measures for Tracking Access to Care Outcomes for Underserved Populations

Saturday, May 28
8:30 – 11:30 A.M.
CE Hours: 3

Join Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children (HSHC) Access to Care Grant recipients in this three-hour workshop exploring how effective tracking of outcomes data can help access to care leaders better understand the challenges – and opportunities – associated with improving the oral health of underserved children.

Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children Gala

Saturday, May 28
7 – 10 PM
Briscoe Western Art Museum

Explore Western art and history through exhibitions while admiring artifacts from across cultures of the American West. Over five centuries, from the Spanish conquest to the present day, the collections of the Briscoe tell the story of the West. Enjoy The Cowboy Return Langmore Exhibition and admire a collection of photographic works by Bank and John Langmore which chronicle the reality of working cowboys in the American West.

Bid on a “Life Experience” auction item. We will have plenty of exciting items during this year’s Gala.

HSHC Donors at the Leader’s Circle level and above will receive two complimentary tickets. Limited tickets are available for purchase at $625 per person.

For information or to purchase tickets, contact Michelle Hidalgo at (312) 337-2169 or mhidalgo@aapd.org.

Invitations and tickets to be mailed in early Spring 2016.

Stop by HSHC Booth 439 and show your support for providing Dental Homes to children.

NEW THIS YEAR—Give towards dental care for specific grantee children!
An anonymous donor has pledged $1 million to match every dollar donated or pledged to Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children now through June 30, 2016. Every dollar you give will be doubled, helping Healthy Smiles, Healthy Children double its efforts to help community-based organizations provide Dental Homes for children from families who cannot afford dental care.

Tooth decay is the most common childhood disease and is more rampant among children living in poverty. Your contribution today will help HSHC add to the 290,000 children in 26 states who now have Dental Homes thanks to 70 HSHC grantees.

Your gift today will go twice as far so, please, be as generous as you can.

GIVE TODAY
healthysmileshealthychildren.org

Every child deserves a Dental Home.
2016 CSPD/WSPD Annual Meeting
A Blend of Education, Networking & “Grape” Expectations

SILVERADO RESORT & SPA IN NAPA, CALIFORNIA
Uncork the Experience
Hitch a ride on Napa’s famous Wine Train! Enjoy the best view Napa has to offer as it travels from the Napa Valley to Calistoga while eating a three-course gourmet meal.

Visit one of the many vineyards and wineries the Napa Valley has to offer.

FORE! Play golf at two of the area’s premiere golf courses at the Silverado Resort & Spa. Redesigned by PGA Hall of Famer Johnny Miller, both courses feature dozens of water crossings, elevation changes and routing through historic oak trees.

Relax at Silverado’s Day Spa, while you get a massage or enjoy some peace and quiet by the spa pool.

TOPICS & WORLD RENOWNED SPEAKERS
“The Behavior Symposium: Assessment, Intervention and Restraint of “Uncooperative” Child Behavior in the Invasive Context” Speakers: Dr. Gerald Wright, Dr. Man Wai Ng, Dr. Gary Walco and Dr. Dennis Nutter

“Pediatric Periodontal Disease: A Review of Cases and Dental Acid Erosion:Identification and Management” Speaker: Dr. Martha Ann Keels

“Minimally Invasive Techniques in Pediatric Dentistry” Speakers: Dr. Man Wai Ng and Dr. Francisco Ramos

“Monitored Anesthetic Care in Pediatric Dentistry” Speaker: Dr. Stephen Wei

Resident Poster Presentations: See the future of pediatric dentistry live in action at our poster presentation session. This session features a range of studies completed by current residents from the Western District and California programs.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES THIS YEAR
✓ CSPeD Talks - hear innovative approaches in clinical practice from experts.
✓ WOW: Words of Wisdom - join us for lunch in tables of ten as you talk and learn from different professionals and companies that interest you.

Earn more than 21 Continuing Education Units!

Visit www.cspd.org for more information! Registration opens mid-November.
Upgrade your practice to benefit from the unique advantages only offered with Zirconia Kinder Krowns®

- Wear-kind surfaces and industry leading esthetics
- Mechanical, Internal Retention System locks restoration to the tooth
- Anatomically correct and designed for < Less Prep™
- Familiar sizing makes crown selection easy

Call 877-557-6967 to request a FREE Kinder Krowns® Sample Kit
Upgrade your practice to benefit from the unique advantages only offered with Zirconia Kinder Krowns®

- Wear-kind surfaces and industry leading esthetics
- Mechanical, Internal Retention System locks restoration to the tooth
- Anatomically correct and designed for < Less Prep™
- Familiar sizing makes crown selection easy

©2016 Kinder Krowns®. All Rights Reserved.

For more information visit KinderKrowns.com or call 877-557-6967.

Certified Dental Laboratory 13485 ISO 0086™<

PROUDLY MADE MN IN

Free Call 877-557-6967 to request a FREE Kinder Krowns® Sample Kit

Discover Review Pro

- Easily gain positive reviews from your favorite patients
- Reviews are posted directly to sites like Google, Yelp and Facebook
- Receive emails of new reviews
- Quickly respond to reviews through one convenient dashboard
- Choose which reviews stream on your website

PRICES STARTING AT $39/MONTH
Learn more at SmileSavvy.com/Review-Pro

Want a FREE consultation on growing your practice?
www.SmileSavvy.com | info@smilesavvy.com

GET IN TOUCH:
877-337-7037
HIRING PEDIATRIC DENTISTS and ORTHODONTISTS in South Carolina, Georgia, Virginia, Washington DC and Maryland.

ACQUIRING PEDIATRIC DENTAL and ORTHODONTIC PRACTICES across the United States.

Visit SmilesForLifeNetwork.com to learn more.

CONTACT:
DR. CHARLES COULTER, Owner, Pediatric Dentist
DrCharlie.Coulter@SmilesForLifeNetwork.com
770-695-4530

BRIAN FRIEDMAN, Chief Development Officer
brian.friedman@SmilesForLifeNetwork.com
678-923-4466

SmilesForLifeNetwork.com

The Smiles 4 Life Network creates lifestyles that work for you. Enjoy great benefits and pay when you work for us. Or sell your practice and continue doing what you love, without the hassles of running a business. Join Smiles 4 Life Network today because it’s never too early to enjoy what you’ve earned.

HIRING PEDIATRIC DENTISTS, Lexington, SC, and Atlanta, GA – signing bonus available plus $250K per year guaranteed.

HIRING OCS/IV Sedation Pediatric Dentist, Atlanta, GA
Make EZPEDO your go-to-crown.™

Time-proven results you’ve grown to trust.
It’s exciting to see what is possible when you start using EZPEDO crowns. The esthetic difference is remarkable, and the results—they’re truly amazing. Discover for yourself what’s achievable when you start using the world’s most popular pediatric Zirconia crown.

Find us at ezpedo.com | 888.539.7336
SEEKING PEDIATRIC DENTISTS

ARIZONA—TUCSON. Associate to partnership opportunity (after 1 year) for a pediatric dentist to join an established, growing, multi-location private practice. Join a strong team who delivers passionate, quality care in a fun office environment. Experience and board certification preferred, but not required. Comprehensive benefits package offered. For more information please contact Megan@tucsonsmileaz.com.

CALIFORNIA—ROCKLIN. Our welcoming group of dental professionals would like to introduce you to an opportunity for developing your passion of pediatric dentistry. We are a private, well-established, high-tech practice that generates a creative, intellectual, and loving atmosphere for our patients. We are seeking a board eligible or board certified pediatric dentist who has a friendly, humble and very personable attitude towards their team and patients. Our candidate will be offered an extensive training/mentoring program developed by our ABPD Diplomate who has over 25 years of experience. This unique and highly successful practice enjoys incredible patients, great hours, a cheerful and caring environment and opportunity for growth. Please visit our website at www.SmileyIslandDentalGroup.com for more information. We look forward to meeting you.

CALIFORNIA—SALINAS. Seeking an associate pediatric dentist interested in ownership for multi-specialty practice in the Monterey Peninsula. We are looking for a passionate and caring practitioner to be a leader for the pediatric practice, team and community. This is a perfect opportunity to develop a pediatric practice on a brand new, state of the art facility in a very desirable area. The 1,800 sq. ft. pediatric wing has a 3 chair bay, and a quite room, each fitted with Adec chairs and delivery systems, and state of the art technology and instrumentation. In addition, the facility has a certified, operating room and anesthesia machine for general anesthesia cases, and cone beam tomographic machine on site. Please reply by e-mail and attach C.V. For more information please contact adelina_herrera@hotmail.com.

CONNECTICUT—BRIDGEPORT. Full Time Pediatric Dentist in Bridgeport and Huntington, CT in an established Pediatric/Orthodontic Practice. Surgeries performed at Bridgeport Hospital. www.commerceparkdental.com

FLORIDA—BOCA RATON. Full-time associate position with path for partnership for the right person. Office produces $1.5 million, and continues to grow annually at a rate of ~8-10 percent. Must be comfortable with hospital dentistry, energetic, fun loving, and easy going. Community is upper middle income. Current associate is looking to retire. New associate has ability to walk right into a full time position. Pay $1000/day or 30 percent of production (whichever is greater) certified pediatric dentist. For more information please contact frankmagnaye@bellsouth.net.

FLORIDA—BOCA RATON. Please inquire about generous sign-on bonus for this position! UP TO $20K! Formally known as Sage Dental! Looking for an opportunity with a successful and growing company? Sage Dental is comprised of 33 “full service” general and multi-specialty practices located throughout South Florida! Sage Dental currently has opportunities for qualified general dentists and specialists given our continued expansion and excess demand for our services, we are presently seeking a pediatric dentist to join our family in our growing South Florida offices. Sage Dental offers you: excellent earning potential – Sage Dental operates more efficiently and we share the results with our doctors through a higher compensation model. Ability to focus on patient care – by delegating all the management and administrative stresses to us, our doctors can focus on providing the best patient care possible. State-of-the-art facilities – our dentists enjoy working in state-of-the-art facilities with the latest dental technology and equipment. Quality of life – since you don’t have to worry about insurance claims, payroll, staffing, accounting and marketing, you have the time to enjoy everything Florida has to offer, including our many golf courses and beautiful beaches. If you are ready to take the next step in your career as a specialist and want a position with excellent earning potential, Sage Dental has what you are looking for. Apply today! Contact: Bradford Cabibi — Doctor Recruitment. Email: bcabibi@gentledentalgroup.com; careers@gentledentalgroup.com. Website: http://www.mysagedental.com/, http://www.appone.com/MainInfoReq.asp?R_ID=5099372; http://www.mysagedental.com/career-opportunities/, Phone: (561) 999-9650 Ext. 6146 Cell: (561) 866-8187, Fax: (561) 526-2576 Florida Dental License.

GEORGIA—GREENSBORO. Lake Oconee Smile Center, an individually owned private practice, (LOS), has an immediate opening for a full-time or part-time pediatric dentist to join our practice. We are seeking a pediatric dentist that has experience and confidence in treating children in the hospital; with an anesthesiologist managed IV sedation; as well as in-office oral sedation care. LOSC employs a team of highly skilled dental assistants that are fully trained as four-handed chairside and sedation assistants. We offer flexible hours to coordinate with and fulfill your work/life balance. Benefits / Perks: Six-figure Salary, Relocation or Sign-On Bonus is possible. Healthcare Insurance Assistance. Paid Vacation and Practice Coverage Assistance. Paid Membership – ADA & State Society Dues. Clinical Treatment Autonomy. Multi-Specialty practice. Email resumes to: lakeoconeesmiles@bellsouth.net. For additional information please contact: Ms. Reshaunda Hull, Office Coordinator. Lake Oconee Smile Center. 1050 Parkside Commons, Suite 103. Greensboro, Georgia 30642. phone (706) 454-2222, fax (706) 424-1234.

ILLINOIS. Three locations. Well established and highly successful Pediatric Dentistry practice offering an associate position with potential for partnership. We are located in southern Illinois, 20 minutes from St. Louis MO. For more information please contact dr.melito@att.net. Pediatric dentist, board certified or eligible.

ILLINOIS—Tinley Park. One day/week with more days available at various times. The office has five chairs, five assistants and two receptionists. We have been a digital and paperless office since 1996. We do not accept Medicaid patients and we do not place amalgam restorations. $100/hr. guarantee or 35 percent of production, whichever is higher. Call Dr. Tatel at (847) 494-6462.

INDIANA—LAFAYETTE. Well established pediatric and orthodontic office serving our community for over 40 years is seeking a motivated and caring pediatric dentist. We are a busy three doctor office with a strong referral base. Full time position leading to ownership track available. Our office utilizes digital radiography and hospital privileges are possible. This practice is located adjacent to a college town and has great culture and diversity. For more information on our practice please feel free to check out our website at pedo-ortho.com and send your resumes to dilsaamonnor@pedo-ortho.com or fax to (765) 447-6809. board eligible / board certified pediatric dentist. Licensed to practice dentistry in the state of Indiana.

INDIANA. Seeking a compassionate pediatric dentist for an associate position with future buy potential for right candidate!! Brand-new, state of the art, digital pediatric practice located in Dyer and Crown Point, Ind. Busy office with well run systems, high standard of care and great working staff! Close proximity to downtown Chicago. Thirty mile reverse commute from the city! New graduates welcome. Email CV if interested to kids@karrdds.com. REQUIREMENTS-Compassionate, patient, caring pediatric dentist with good communication skills with parents and staff. Hard working with a good demeanor.

MARYLAND—BALTIMORE. Excellent opportunity for a compassionate, ethical pediatric dentist looking for an associate position leading to a partnership in a well-established and highly respected private practice. Our state of the art office is located in a medical building in the lovely Quarry Lake located in Baltimore, Md. The office offers a three chair open hygiene bay, two operators brightly lit by floor to ceiling windows, fully digital x-ray room and an ortho lab. Our experienced staff prides themselves on providing high quality preventive care with exceptional customer service. The candidate must be motivated, engaging and focused on delivering superb quality care. This is a full-time position which will include hospital rights with no night or weekend hours. Interested candidates please e-mail your C.V. directly to Dr. Sapate at: drnail@greenspringpediatricdentistry.com.
MARYLAND—BELAIR. Pediatric Dental Practice in Bel Air, Md. proudly looking for an associate. Well established private pediatric dental practice continues to grow and we wish to add a part-time, locum dentist to our team. Our office is state of the art and designed for child and parent acceptance. Sedation and OR at two nearby hospitals. Consider this prime opportunity and contact us at oppbfs@growingsmiles.com or (410)569-6700; www.growingsmiles.com.

 MASSACHUSETTS—PITTSFIELD. We offer an excellent opportunity for a pediatric dentist to join a successful, growing, well-respected pediatric dental practice. We have a family-oriented community located in the Berkshires of Western Massachusetts where arts and culture abound as well as a multitude of outdoor activities. We seek a full-time associate with rapid partnership potential. Must be skilled, ethical, gentle and caring as well as board eligible/certified pediatric dentist. New graduates are welcome! Our area still presents a high rate of early childhood decay, so there is work to be done. We are turning away many new patients daily because we are too busy! We are state-of-the-art, chartless and all digital (including digital pan/ceph). We offer a four day work week including some hospital dentistry, excellent benefits package and base salary. If you are looking for a long-term career opportunity with a chance to really make a difference in the lives of children, email your resume to DrLisa@childrens-teeth.com.

 MICHIGAN—GRAND LEDGE. Just west of the capital city of Lansing. Excellent opportunity for an energetic, highly motivated and compassionate pediatric dentist with great work ethic to join our well-trained team. Partnership available for right candidate. We are a highly-respected general dentistry practice focused on children and children with special needs. We offer oral sedation in-office & general anesthesia at two nearby hospitals. We have a strong referral base that continually keep our schedules full. Please e-mail CV to patmiller@songamerrisdds.com or call (517) 622-4014. Ability to work comfortably with children of all ages regardless of syndrome or disability. Be able to gain cooperation by inflection of your voice in most instances. Main procedure are extractions, composite fillings, pulpotomies, placing Nu-Smile & stainless steel crowns, space maintainers, etc. Must be proficient.

 MISSOURI—KANSAS CITY. Exciting opportunity for the “go getter” in a small pediatric practice with HUGE growth potential. Current dentist is relocating out of state, but willing to hire the right person to continue care to existing patient base. Office has three open bay chairs and two private treatment operatories in southern part of the city. Office has been serving the KC community for over 20 years. Primary responsibilities will be patient care. I am looking for the right person who is willing to start a little slow as the practice is shifted for regrowth. If you are looking to work in a growing practice without the headache of ownership this could be the ideal opportunity for you. Office is also ready to expand to another suburban location. You will be instrumental in helping this happen. Office is currently open four days a week with no weekend hours. Local children’s hospital offers O.R. opportunity for patient care. There is flexibility in the schedule for the right candidate. We will be excited to hear from you to give you more information! Please contact Dr. Simmons at HarmonySmiles@sigglobal.net or (816)733-0377 Prefer pediatric dental specialist. Must be licensed or be licensed in Missouri. Must be happy! Must remember that kids are just little people and need respect too.

 NEW HAMPSHIRE—CLAREMONT. We are looking for a Pediatric Specialist to become part of our dedicated and fun loving team. Position is open to new or recent graduates as well as experienced clinicians. Our practice has been providing dental care to the children of the beautiful Connecticut River Valley of Vermont & New Hampshire for over 38 years. The office is fully digital, paperless and set in a delightfully comfortable, relaxed and low stress environment that is ideal for providing compassionate and quality pediatric dental care to the large, established and continually growing patient base so earnings potential is limitless working on a production basis. Position is for a full-time associate with an exciting opportunity to discuss ownership possibilities. Please email your cover letter, C.V. and any questions you may have to resume@spooncentral.com so you may realize your dream of living, working and playing in an absolutely charming and beautiful part of New England. Pediatric specialist must have graduated from an accredited pediatric dental residency program.

 NEW JERSEY—WASHINGTON. My Children’s Dentist is a pediatric dental practice, founded in Washington, New Jersey by Dr. Cornelius Dyson. In order to keep up with the high demand, we have recently expanded our operations and opened a new office in Montclair, New Jersey. In addition, My Children’s Dentist is a popular, high quality, family-owned practice that is experiencing significant growth and is staffed with a highly energized, dedicated team, in our family friendly offices. We are a thriving practice, and are actively hiring people who truly enjoy working with children. My Children’s Dentist employs a team of highly skilled dental assistants that are fully trained as four-handed chair-side assistants. We offer flexible hours to coordinate with and fulfill your work/life balance. Our newest office is located in scenic Hunterdon County, New Jersey. This area consists of affluent suburban communities, with excellent (Blue Ribbon) schools, cultural attractions, and year-round outdoor recreational opportunities. Our offices are located only a one hour drive from New York City and Philadelphia, providing abundant opportunities for elegant dining and entertainment. Benefits: Six-figure Salary, Relocation or Sign-On Bonus is possible, Healthcare Insurance Assistance, Malpractice Coverage Assistance, Paid Membership to ADA & State Society Dues, Clinical Treatment Autonomy, Email resumes to: For additional information please contact: Email: careers@dysodonts. com, Mr. Horst Hack, Office Coordinator, My Children’s Dentist Professional Corporation 134 Belvidere Avenue, Washington, NJ 07882. phone: (908) 652-7011, fax (908) 864-9880. Pediatric Certificate from an accredited Pediatric Dentistry Residency program, Board Certified or Board Eligible. Experience preferred, but not required.

 NEW JERSEY. Outstanding opportunity for pediatric dental associate in well established Pedo/Ortho practice. We are a well respected private practice looking to fill a full-time or part-time position, with partnership potential. Comprehensive benefit package available. Please email resume and C.V. for consideration. For more information please contact info@njgdmd.com.

 NEW JERSEY. Pediatric dentist retiring from a long established practice in a desirable area. There is a three chair private practice, and the practice has digital X-rays. Gross has been over $900,000 with an excellent net. For more details, contact Dr. Philip Cooper, American Practice Consultants, at cooper@amprac.com or call (800) 400-8530.

 NEW YORK—GANSEVOORT. We have fun every day! We are a rapidly growing pediatric dental practice located in historic Saratoga Springs, N.Y., looking for an exceptional pediatric dentist to join our team! We offer a flexible schedule of 3-4 days per week and a compensation starting at $1,000 per day. Our practice is well known for providing individualized care for each of our families, creating a fun and positive environment and setting the foundation for a lifetime of dental health for our patients. If you are looking for a fun and stress free environment where you positively impact the lives of children every day give us a call! To find out more about our office please visit our website at www.byrnsexdental.com. Please send resume to nbyrne16@gmail.com.

 NEW YORK—MASSAPEQUA. Our rapidly growing pediatric dental practice is currently looking for a dedicated, hard working, pediatric dentist to join our team. The ideal candidate would care about providing quality dental treatment in addition to being very compassionate and kind to all of our patients. We are looking for someone who is open to being mentored and looking to be with the practice for many years to come. Our office has been in existence for 25 years and is still growing strong! We are located in the heart of Massapequa. We have a high volume of new patients each month in addition to our busy recall system. Our office was built 6 years ago and is state of the art. We have nine operatories, each equipped with nitrous oxide. We perform treatment under IV sedation each week. The position is FULL TIME. If you are interested in becoming part of our team, please contact Donna by sending your resume to donna22@thatsbroadwaysmile@yahoo.com.

 NEW YORK—STATEN ISLAND. Excellent opportunity for caring, skilled, and highly motivated pediatric dentist in Staten Island, NY. Our office is a new, state of the art, paperless pediatric office which is mostly fee for service; only participating with a few PPO insurance plans. We offer comprehensive, quality pediatric dental care to our patients, which become like family. We offer in-office sedation with a general anesthesiologist. We are looking for someone to start part-time that is willing to create a long term relationship with the practice and the parents, and the office with the possibility of a position at our future second office location. Please email resume or C.V. for consideration. For more information please contact idbskaid@comcast.net.

 NEW YORK—TAPPAN. Our growing pediatric dental practice is currently looking for a hardworking pediatric dentist to join our team. We are seeking a qualified pediatric dentist with exceptional communication and clinical skills. The ideal candidate would care about providing superior dental treatment while being very compassionate to all of our patients. The position is part time but may lead to a full-time position. (Comprehensive compensation package based on production not collection.) The office has been in existence for over 40 years and is still growing strong in Rockland County, on the border of Bergen County. The office utilizes digital radiographs and state-of-the-art equipment in a beautiful comfortable environment. Our practice is well known for providing superior dental care for all of our families in a fun and positive environment. If you are interested in becoming part of our team, please contact us at cooper@cooper@cooper@gmail.com.
NEW YORK. Unique opportunity for full time pediatric dentist to join our multi-location, well respected & high quality pediatric specialty office in Nassau and Suffolk. Busy office looking for a loving, energetic, highly skilled pediatric dentist to join our team for a long-term relationship our growing and expanding offices are located in long island new york and has state of the art equipment (paperless, laser dentistry, digital x-rays, iv sedation/anesthesia) and highly trained professional staff and assistants. Excellent salary and benefits available. If interested, please send C.V. to nicola@kiddiomiles.com. Must have a certificate from an accredited pediatric residency.

NORTH CAROLINA. We are looking for an associate pediatric dentist to work in both our Cary and Cameron, N.C., locations. Hours are flexible, however will average around 28-36 hours per week. We are looking for a compassionate candidate with the potential for a long-term opportunity and must have completed an accredited Pediatric Dentistry Residency Program to qualify. Your perks include: hospital privileges for both locations—done at local/regional hospitals; Cary location also offers opportunity to do in-office general anesthesia cases; generous moving allowance and sign-on bonus prorated over 12 months for first year; CE allowance; multiple opportunities for community service both locally and abroad; 50 percent subsidy of employee employee only health insurance. If you are an experienced professional interested in joining a team invested in providing remarkable service to the community then we want to know you. Excellent compensation based on experience. To apply, please send C.V. to mgillis@triatradental.com completion of an accredited Pediatric Dentistry Residency Program.

NORTH CAROLINA—WINSTON-SALEM. Excellent opportunity for a motivated pediatric dentist in a state-of-the-art pediatric dental practice. We are a thriving, well respected, high quality pediatric dentistry practice located in a professional medical Park in the Piedmont Triad of North Carolina. We have an exceptional, experienced, multi skilled team to support patient care in our 15 chair friendly office. We are a fee for service practice with a skilled & knowledgeable staff dedicated to providing the highest care in a fun, caring environment. Please send cover letter and C.V. to 185 Kimel Park Drive suite 202, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27103. Attn: Office Manager.

OREGON—BEND. Bluefish Dental & Orthodontics, a children’s specialty dental clinic located in Central Oregon, is expanding our multi-disciplinary practice and recruiting for an individual interested in making a long-term commitment to our team and community. The ideal candidate is a pediatric dentist or dual-certified pediatric and orthodontic specialist willing and capable of providing pediatric services and participating in orthodontic care for our patients. An inherent sense of play and the ability to lead and inspire without judgement are critical. Someone who loves to learn and explore possibilities would be a great fit at Bluefish. We are an education-based interdisciplinary practice with locations in Bend and Redmond, Ore. We utilize innovative strategies to combat caries, such as the use of silver diamine fluoride and glass ionomer TFRs in addition to conventional treatment. We believe in empowering our staff to make a difference in the quality of understanding and care our patients receive. We have a diverse patient population both culturally and socio-economically. Our practice blends fee-for-service, Medicaid and pro-bono care proudly.

OREGON—PORTLAND. Are you a fun and charismatic pediatric dentist? Share your time and patient focus with multiple local communities in West Portland! 2-3 days a week. To provide the most comprehensive dental care in the industry means having the best dental specialists working at our Gentle Dental affiliated offices. That’s why we take pride in working with pediatricians nothing short of exceptional. As an industry leader, Gentle Dental provides a large network of resources, including an experienced practice management staff, cutting edge technology, and outstanding benefits. You will also have plenty of dental professionals supporting you to confer and collaborate with as you continue to grow in your career. We seek high-caliber professionals possessing degrees or certificates from accredited colleges or technical schools/programs (as well as valid/current state license) with at least two years of pedo experience. Gentle Dental has delivered high quality care with a personal touch for over 30 years. We have the resources you need to achieve true personal and career success. We are looking to provide our network of affiliated doctors and staff with a competitive benefits package, which include: medical, dental, vision, life insurance, 401K plan, CE credits, and career opportunities to advance with the company. We’ll handle the details, you focus on your patients, let’s practice together. OR, DEA and Specialty Certificate.

RHODE ISLAND—CRANSTON. Well-established pediatric dental office seeking the Rhode Island community for over 35 years is seeking a motivated and caring pediatric dentist. We have a strong presence in our small state, which compliments our positive reputation. Part-time position leading to full time/partnership track. We have two modern offices equipped with the latest digital technology including all digital radiographs. Our offices are located in South Kingstown. We have a reputation throughout the community and are known for our commitment to improving oral health care in kids throughout Central Oregon. Inquiries: Catherine Quas, DMD (Bluefish Dental & Orthodontics) (541) 317-1987 or info@bluefishdental.com.

TENNESSEE—GERMANTOWN. American Family Dentistry (AFD) has been operating within the state of Tennessee since 1988. We currently have twelve locations in Maryville, Knoxville, Tenn., along with Olive Branch and Southaven, MS. We are in the process of expanding with even more locations in Tennessee. We have seen tremendous success over the years. Our general dentists and specialists thrive in our group! We are interested in speaking with pediatric dentists to join our team in the Memphis area. Our doctors are offered a generous compensation and benefit package including: medical, professional liability, life and disability insurance; a 401(k) plan with employer match. Future ownership may be available as well. Doctors in our group enjoy traditional doctor-patient relationship while practicing in a team environment that offers the opportunity to discuss clinical cases with peers and support for professional development and growth. Eliminating the financial risk and burden of practice overhead has been a huge benefit for our doctors as well! We’d welcome the opportunity to share with you our goals and values and learn more about you and your professional plans. D.D.S./D.M.D., Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry, TN State Dental License or eligibility. For more information please contact katanderson@amfam.com.

TENNESSEE—AMARILLO. Great opportunity for the right person. Very Successful Pedo/Ortho private practice is looking to add a Pediatric dentist to team of specialists. We have a wonderful facility and a booming practice. Great place for family oriented lifestyle. We are looking for an associate with future potential for equity partnership. Check our website or contact us directly. Amarillopediatricdentistry.com/Shanemoore@comcast.net. Amarillo Pediatric Dentistry & Orthodontics Facebook. Texas dental license. Pediatric dentist board eligible for AAPD.

TENNESSEE—ARLINGTON. Located in the heart of the DFW area surrounded by lots of entertaining venues. From the Dallas Mavericks, Dallas Stars, Dallas Cowboys, Texas Rangers and FC Dallas Soccer to the Texas Motor Speedway, Lone Star Park Horse Racing Track, Six Flags over Texas and Dallas Zoo, you’ll have plenty of options to choose from! We have the best dental specialists working at our office that offers the opportunity to discuss clinical cases with peers and support for professional development and growth. Eliminating the financial risk and burden of practice overhead has been a huge benefit for our doctors as well! We’d welcome the opportunity to share with you our goals and values and learn more about you and your professional plans. D.D.S./D.M.D. Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry, TN State Dental License or eligibility. For more information please contact katanderson@amfam.com.

TENNESSEE—BLOOMFIELD. Located in the heart of the DFW area surrounded by lots of entertaining venues. From the Dallas Mavericks, Dallas Stars, Dallas Cowboys, Texas Rangers and FC Dallas Soccer to the Texas Motor Speedway, Lone Star Park Horse Racing Track, Six Flags over Texas and Dallas Zoo, you’ll have plenty of options to choose from! We have the best dental specialists working at our office that offers the opportunity to discuss clinical cases with peers and support for professional development and growth. Eliminating the financial risk and burden of practice overhead has been a huge benefit for our doctors as well! We’d welcome the opportunity to share with you our goals and values and learn more about you and your professional plans. D.D.S./D.M.D. Certificate in Pediatric Dentistry, TN State Dental License or eligibility. For more information please contact katanderson@amfam.com.

TENNESSEE—BERNARDSVILLE. Great opportunity for the right person. Very Successful Pedo/Ortho private practice is looking to add a Pediatric dentist to team of specialists. We have a wonderful facility and a booming practice. Great place for family oriented lifestyle. We are looking for an associate with future potential for equity partnership. Check our website or contact us directly. Amarillopediatricdentistry.com/Shanemoore@comcast.net. Amarillo Pediatric Dentistry & Orthodontics Facebook. Texas dental license. Pediatric dentist board eligible for AAPD.
TEXAS—AUSTIN. Pediatric Dental Practice, located in and around the Austin area, is looking for a pediatric dentist to join our team. We offer a comprehensive compensation package. New grads welcome to apply. Please e-mail C.V. to Juinoupractices@yahoo.com.

TEXAS—AUSTIN AREA. TEXAS—CENTRAL (AUSTIN AREA) We seek an enthusiastic and caring Pediatric Dentist to join our Pedo/Ortho practice. Our philosophy is to treat our patients as if they were family. The office has digital X-rays and great staff who puts the needs of the patients first. We provide treatment with nitrous oxide, oral sedation, IV sedation and hospital dentistry. We currently have three offices in the Austin area and have two full-time Board Certified Pediatric Dentists and one Board Certified Orthodontist. Our offices are growing and we are looking to share this growth with right colleague. Full-time and part-time position available. We offer competitive guaranteed salary plus percentage of production. Please submit inquiries to zoso205@hotmail.com.

TEXAS—DALLAS. We offer a generous percentage with a minimum guaranteed income of $300,000/year ($25,000/month), a five day work week, and two weeks of vacation. Bear Creek Family Dentistry is a dentist owned, growing, family oriented, multi-disciplinary private dental practice that has been serving the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex for over 25 years. We have nine beautiful offices with state of the art equipment. In our offices, we have an abundance of patients of all ages, thus representing an outstanding pediatric dentist practice opportunity. Because of our growth, we have an opportunity for a pediatric dentist to join our five other pediatric dentists. Come join our team of board certified specialists in pediatric dentistry, oral surgery, orthodontics, prosthodontics, and endodontics as well as our team of in-house general dentists. This opportunity provides for a great depth and breadth of experience early in a practice career. Our specialists and general dentists often practice at our offices at the same time, offering a collegial and supporting professional environment. If you believe that you are a good candidate for associate in pediatric dentistry, please contact our founder, Dr. Robert E. Tafel at DrBob@bearcreekfamilydentistry.com or by phone at (214) 883-4285. Please see our website at www.bearcreekfamilydentistry.com. We look forward to hearing from you. The ideal general dentist candidate for our practice is personable, energetic, has a positive attitude, relates well to patients, wants to work hard, and has a skill level in a top tier for their level of dental training and experience.

TEXAS—DFW. Are you antisocial, do you love to create drama? Then please stop reading this and move on to the next job opportunity. HOWEVER, if you are a team player who is a caring and compassionate pediatric dentist, then this is the practice for you! Do you love making a difference in your patients’ lives? We do! We are looking for a pediatric dentist who wants his/her permanent dental home! We love to have fun, but we work hard too! We are looking for our future partner/owner dentist. We have three thriving locations. If you are interested, please send your C.V. to TXpedojob@yahoo.com. Pediatric Certificate or MS.

TEXAS—HOUSTON. Great opportunity for a motivated pediatric dentist to provide care in a rapidly expanding pediatric dental practice.

TEXAS—Palmview. We are seeking a community based, well established practice for a pediatric dentist to join our team. Our practice is located in and around the Palmview area of the Rio Grande Valley. The office is computerized, and has digital X-rays and we have a great staff who excel in patient care. We provide treatment with nitrous oxide and oral sedation in the office; general anesthesia is provided at a nearby hospital. We offer a competitive salary of a base plus % of collections. Our practice is located in one of the fastest growing communities in America. Rio Grande Valley offers a multitude of activities and is a short 1 hour drive to South Padre Island. We provide work visa/green card sponsorship. Recent grads welcome to apply. Knowledge of Spanish is helpful but not necessary since the office staff is able to translate if needed. Contact Dr. Daniel Mego at (646) 884-2868 or dfmngo@gmail.com.

UTAH—SALT LAKE CITY. Great opportunity for pediatric dentist to join our multi-office practice. Full-time/part-time associate needed immediately for our busy practices located in Sandy, Murray, and West Valley cities. Modern facilities, great staff and fun working environment. For more information please send all inquiries to: Dentalistryforchildren@excite.com or call (801) 674-7702.

VIRGINIA—LYNCHBURG. Excellent opportunity for a pediatric dentist who seeks association in a prestigious, high quality and
well organized pediatric practice. High personal standards, a commitment to quality dentistry and a strong work ethic are essential. We offer a harmonious and predictable practice environment with strong leadership and a cooperative, multi-skilled team. All management and administration duties are done for you. Facility is first class, efficient and state of the art with great systems allowing for a smooth running day in a family atmosphere. Please visit our web page at www.smilelynchburg.com, or contact us by e-mail at ssittason@smilelynchburg.com, phone (434) 237-0125.

**Virginia.** Virginia (Southern) Associate to Partnership Opportunity #PEDSVA33. Senior Peds Dentist is wanting to retire in two years and is looking for a partner to transition to ownership. The practice has two new state-of-the-art locations with combined collections over $1.2 million and sees 45 to 50 patients a day with 65 new patients a month at each location. OR privileges are available at both area hospitals. Both offices have plumbed in nitrous, digital and paperless with electronically filed claims. Owner Peds is offering guaranteed base of $1,000 per day ($200,000 a year) or 35 percent on collections whichever is greater, paid malpractice, health insurance and CE. Both locations are booked out four months in advanced so the associate will be busy right away. The practice is located near the Blue Ridge Mountains with over 600 miles of hiking and mountain biking trails and plenty of golf courses nearby. There are plenty of public and private schools in the area, nearby colleges and Universities. Please call me for further details. Ruth Dulin, Pediatric Dentist Recruiter | Practice Transition | Consultant: Toll Free: (866) 533-3899; Fax: (888) 818-9113. E-Mail: Ruth@Peds-exclusively.com.

**Washington—Kennewick/Richland.** Excellent opportunity to join our wonderful practice in sunny South-Eastern Washington. The Tri-Cities (Kennewick, Richland, Pasco) boast over 300 days of sunshine with easy access to boating, fishing, hunting, camping, golf and other outdoor recreational activities. Our community is an excellent place for raising a family with great schools, expansive parks, safe neighborhoods and wonderful people! We have two busy pediatric locations (Columbia Basin & Orchard Hills Pediatric Dentistry and Orthodontics), serving both regular insurance and Medicaid patients. We have orthodontists working side-by-side with us—which provides a fun and rewarding component to our practice. We are also extremely fortunate to have our own surgical center in our main location with two surgical suites—seeing children 3-4 days per week under GA. Our exceptional compensation package includes health insurance, 401K, and other investment opportunities. Please email: walkerrusty@yahoo.com and check us out at: www.grinsforkids.com. Pediatric dentist with Washington license. We would prefer a pediatric dentist who enjoys working with others and wants to grow with our practice. We are also extremely fortunate to have our own surgical center in our main location with two surgical suites—seeing children 3-4 days per week under GA. Our exceptional compensation package includes health insurance, 401K, and other investment opportunities. Please email: walkerrusty@yahoo.com and check us out at: www.grinsforkids.com. Pediatric dentist with Washington license. We would prefer a pediatric dentist who enjoys working with others and wants to grow with our well-rooted practice.

**Texas—Houston.** The University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston seeks an assistant professor (Dept. of Pediatric Dentistry). Responsibilities include a wide range of pre-doctoral and postdoctoral education and patient care. Teach pediatric dentistry residents and pre-doctoral students. Supervise pediatric dentistry residents and pre-doctoral students. Provide pediatric dentistry patient care. Submit to: https://jobs.uth.tmc.edu/applicants/Central?quickFind=108085. DDS (Doctor of Dental Surgery) or DMD (Doctor of Dental Medicine) or equivalent. Graduate of an ADA-accredited advanced education program in Pediatric Dentistry. License, or eligible to obtain a license, to practice dentistry in Texas or practice under a Faculty License through the School of Dentistry. Board certified or Board eligible in Pediatric Dentistry. EEO/AA Policy. UTHealth is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an equal opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics, disability or age. Under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act, reasonable disability accommodations will be provided, as needed. Additionally, UTHealth extends a preference in employment under Chapter 657 of the Texas Government Code to certain wartime veterans, as well as widows and orphans of those killed on the battlefield.

Please join us for the 2016 Central Texas Dental Symposium on Friday, February 12, 2016 in Austin, Texas. This conference will feature medical and dental subspecialists speaking on their area of expertise. This year’s topics include bone health in children, child abuse, temporomandibular joint disorders, skin and genetic disorders affecting teeth and the management of asthmatic patients. Eight (8) hours of CE credit will be awarded by AAPD.

To register go online: DellChildrens.net/DentalSymposium
active duty. This is a security sensitive position and thereby subject to Texas Education Code #51.215. A background check will be required for the final candidate.

**OFFICE SPACE**

**TEXAS—LEWISVILLE.** Office space for pediatric dentist for lease or sale. Gas, water and suction for five chairs in an open area and one private operatory. Large waiting room, finance office, consult room, X-ray room, lab, two private offices, kitchen/ lounge and built in video game console. 2,560 sq. ft. Minimal time to be open for business. In building with general dentist. (972) 317-6211.

**PRACTICE FOR SALE**

**CANADA—ONTARIO—BRAMPTON.** Ontario, Canada, Greater Toronto Area, practice for sale. The only pediatric dental office in a high growth community, excellent location, in shopping plaza, at the intersection of two main highways, free parking, easy access from surrounding communities. Office over 30 years in community, gross in high six figures, on three days per week. High net income 50 percent+ , no accounts receivable, fee for service, office, no assignments, less than one percent government assistance. Hugh growth potential, four-five operatories, 2,000 sq feet. For information contact pdtor5@gmail.com. Must be pediatric dentist, with licence to practice in Canada, or be eligible for Canadian licence.

**GEORGIA—ATLANTA.** Thirty+ year old pediatric dental practice for sale. Practice has preventive, restorative and orthodontic treatments. Fee-for-service and PPOs—no Medicaid. Four day work week. Five chairs open bay (one additional plumbed). Five private operatories (three additional plumbed). Approximately 5,500 sq. ft. Digital radiology—Sirona pan/ceph and intraoral. Well trained staff. Average collections over five years $760,000 with no marketing. Overhead 67 percent. Lots of potential to grow and develop practice your way, bring in an associate or orthodontist. Seller to stay for transition. Send serious inquiries to: magjac@bellsouth.net. Must have Georgia license.

**ILLINOIS/WESTERN SUBURBS.** PRACTICE for Sale: Western Suburbs of Chicago, St. Charles. Owner looking to retire but will stay on for mutually agreed transition period. Growing practice, 2,500 sq ft, five operatories; option to purchase space if desired. Send letter of interest to: jjgenterprises@gmail.com.

**ILLINOIS/MISSOURI—ST. LOUIS AREA.** Partnership for Sale #PDESMO33. Rare opportunity for an immediate buy-in partnership that collects over $4.7 million in 2014. This opportunity will provide a pediatric dentist a successful and prosperous future. The senior pediatric partner wants to retire and sell his one third ownership. The seller’s 2014 collections were $1.3 million plus with NO Medicaid, all fee for service and insurance base. State-of-the-art practice has three locations. All updated technology, newer equipment. Possible real estate purchase. Fun kid friendly environment. Financing options available. The practice is located in the suburbs of St. Louis. You can have the benefits of a larger metro area in a small town. The suburb itself has a strong private and public school system and major colleges and Universities nearby. The area is experiencing a large growth period for the practice and the residents. Please call me for further details. Ruth Dulin. Pediatric Dentist Recruiter | Practice Transition | Consultant Toll Free: (866) 533-5899 Fax: (888) 818-9113. E-Mail: Ruth@Peds-exclusively.com.

---

Start the year off Smart! Educate YOURSELF, YOUR STAFF, and YOUR PATIENTS.

Visit the AAPD online store today at www.aapd.org.
The fun alternative to traditional braces.

*Embrace expression and get wild!*

Redefining the orthodontic experience with designer braces for kids, empowering self-expression.

Help Your Patients Get Wild Today! On the web wildsmilesbraces.com
Call toll-free (855) 398-WILD (9453)
SML Pedo Crowns are constructed of the highest quality medical-grade stainless steel – a quadruple-threat distinction that qualifies them as your absolute best choice.

- **Quick and Simple Placement** saves you valuable chair time
- **48 Individual Sizes (6 per molar)** ensures proper fitting
- **Accurate Anatomy** for better fit and performance
- **Ideal Occlusal Thickness** for optimum resistance to abrasion and perforation
- **Gingival Margin and Lateral Area Malleability** facilitate easy seating over natural primary molar undercuts.

480-400 Complete SML Starter Kit (48 Crowns: 1 of each size)............$179.00
Replacement Package (Box of 5)...........................$14.50

Call 1-800-423-3270 or visit www.SMLglobal.com
Stay N Place® Pillows

No chair accommodates all patients equally well. If the patient falls short of the chair’s headrest, he or she may not be properly supported. Stay N Place® Pillows provide the support you need to work effectively and the comfort the patient needs to sit without fidgeting.

All pillows are covered in a durable vinyl!

Specially Designed Pillows Support the “Chin Up” Position.

All our pillows have a strap that attaches behind the dental chair to keep the pillow in place, even when the patient sits forward. The vinyl cover (which comes in teal or cream) is soft to the touch, resists fluids and is easily cleaned using a surface disinfectant.

Our pillows are available in pediatric and adult sizes, and in dark teal or cream vinyl.

To learn more about our products, please call or visit our website. www.specializedcare.com

Creating dental products that help you provide safe, comfortable care

800-722-7375

24 Stickney Terrace Ste. 2, Hampton, NH 03842-4902 603-926-0071 fax 603-926-5905 www.specializedcare.com

© 2015 Specialized Care Co., Inc.